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ABSTRACT 

Readers who are familiar with fiction in their own language often 

experience problems in trying to select novels in other European 

languages, because of the lack of any tradition of fiction classification or 

indexing. This project considers multilingual access to European fiction 

as regards both the intellectual and technical aspects of indexing and 

retrieval, and the more traditional problems associated with enhancing 

fiction in any language, intensified when more than one language is 

involved. After a brief introduction to fiction issues, a review of the 

current state of bilingual and multilingual online catalogue systems is 

undertaken to explore the levels of access available under this banner, and 

to determine how these could be adopted into a fiction system. A 

discussion of popular fiction follows, with particular reference to the 

history of genre writing in the UK, France and Italy. A genre 

classification scheme is then proposed for multilingual access using 

equivalent terms based on those currently used in each country. 

Specifications for an ideal fiction database are then drawn up, with the 

aim of enhancing basic records for greater access, using various 

techniques including genre classification to cater to the ways in which 

readers wish to, and are likely to, look for fiction. Finally, a prototype 

database is constructed using sample records from the West Midlands' 

SEALS database, in order to illustrate some of the points made in the 

main section and to suggest pointers for future development. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE TREATMENT OF FICTION IN LffiRARIES 

Fiction has traditionally been the poor relation of non-fiction: the novel 

was for a long time seen as a refuge of the idle or feeble-minded, inferior 

to other arts such as poetry and drama, not comparable with scientific, 

economic or philosophical works. Even when the reading of a 'good 

novel' became, if not as entirely respectable as the consumption of 

sennons or of essays, at least an activity not immediately attracting 

censure, 'popular fiction' remained anathema to many, not least some 

librarians. 

It is not desirable to attract people with no literary taste to the 
library. The reader who likes to read rubbish will continue to 
read rubbish and is incapable of conversion. The selection and 
purchase of poor stuff to allure the lowbrow is not justified (1). 

The eventual adoption of fiction into public libraries was often seen by 

evangelistic librarians as a way of attracting wayward fiction readers into 

libraries in order to wean them onto stronger stuff in time: many libraries 

until very recently had designated 'fiction' and 'non-fiction' tickets 

(strangely always more of the latter) to reinforce this. 

Recently, however, two factors have led to a greater priority being 

assigned to fiction. British libraries looking towards the United States for 

ideas saw the move towards regarding the general (tax-paying) public as 

their funders rather than as a mass of potential to be improved, and a 

gradual change of orientation and acquisitions policy from what was 

considered 'good for' library users to what they actually seemed to want 
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was effected. In addition, librarians such as Chelton (2), Moretto (3) and 

Kaye (4) defend their own reading tastes and demand more respect from 

their professional colleagues. Chelton records a recent incident where 

a romance-reading friend of mine with impeccable credentials 
was actually told by a fellow librarian that only battered women 
read romances! (5) 

When fiction material is acquired, the gap between it and non-fiction is 

again apparent In some library systems papetback fiction is not recorded 

beyond the assignment of a barcode for circulation purposes and perllaps 

a genre sticker on the spine. Partly this treatment is because of increasing 

pressures on staff time, partly as a hangover from previous prejudice, but 

also because fiction is extremely difficult to classify according to any of 

the existing universal classification systems. Opinions have differed as 

to whether any further classification of fiction beyond 'classification by 

creator' is necessary, but from the 1930s onwards, the prevailing opinion 

has been that 

fiction forms 40-50 per cent of our lending library stock ... and 
comprises 60-75 per cent; of our issues! Should it not be a 
subject worthy of careful consideration - even more so than the 
classification, cataloguing and selection of the non-fiction 
books? (6) 

This feeling that 'something must be done' has led to many attempts at 

classification schemes. The first such venture was that of Haigh at 

Halifax in adapting Dewey numbers to fiction, sometimes with hilarious 

results 

PHll..OSOPHY. 
This is a much bigger class, largely owing to the great number 
of books which can only be classed as 'Marriage, etc.' (173) or 
'Courtship, love, etc.' (177). The dividing line between such 
works and those classed under 'Home life' (640) is very fine, 
and one can only repeat decisions are sometimes necessary (7). 
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The promised follow-up article on the progress and acceptance of the 

scheme among library users never appeared. Other attempts were made; 

R S Walker's 'Problem Child' classification (8) flourished in Strathclyde 

for several years despite its fiendishly complicated notation. Very few of 

these schemes have been fully assessed or documented, however, and 

writing about the necessity for classification without actually positing any 

effective system has been the nonn. The most successful technique used 

in British libraries has been the genre shelving arrangement which does 

give at least some idea of the content of a book from its place on the 

shelves; another helpful technique for those authorities retaining an A-Z 

shelving arrangement is a list or bookmatk of authors who produce work 

in a certain genre or tradition. 

The advent of library automation has widened the possibilities for greater 

access to fiction, by changing the emphasis to intellectual access to 

material rather than physical access. Pejtersen's AMP (Analysis and 

Mediation of Publications) classification (9) identified thirteen facets, 

including 'author's intention' and 'emotional experience', in the 

development of her classification scheme. Reservations have been 

expressed about AMP by Beghtol (10) and by Baker (11): 

Pejtersen's research has one major flaw, however. It fails to 
recognize that the fiction classification system used should take 
into account the first basic principle: it should be very easy to 
use. While her system indicates that patrons can use the system, 
the larger question is, will they use the system? (12) 

The AMP classification's main features are that it takes fiction seriously 

as a subject for detailed analysis, and that it models itself on a study of 

how people actually phrase their requests for fiction. 
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r--------------------------------- -- -

1.2 THE TREATMENT OF EUROPEAN LANGUAGE FICTION IN 
LffiRARIES 

When we begin to consider foreign language fiction, the problems of 

access are increased fourfold. 

i) There is a marked shortage of non-English materials in many areas 

of the country; while public libraries in some areas cater to ethnic 

minority languages when these reach a 'sufficient' concentration in the 

region, fiction in other languages is either unavailable or of such poor 

quality that it is largely unused. This is particularly true of European 

languages, with the exception of projects such as SEALS, discussed 

further in Chapter 5. 

i) Partly because of the small volume of material, partly because it is 

still regarded as somewhat esoteric, European fiction tends to be relegated 

to the 'Literature' section of the library, within the classified sequence. 

This maintains the mystique which surrounds foreign language learning, 

and makes the material less accessible. 

i) Cataloguing of material takes place almost entirely in English: this 

affects the access to material by a non-English speaker, presumably a 

significant sector of the readership for non-English items. 

i) English-speaking users are far more at sea about contemporary 

continental European writers than they are about English fiction, in terms 

of knowing the names of authors who write in a particular genre. This 

comment by Goodall about English material is even more true in a 

foreign language context: 
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Although many readers stated that they do like to make their 
own choices, they do need information if they are to make a 
good choice. Where books are not enjoyed by readers this 
tended to be due to an insufficient assessment of the contents by 
the reader (13). 

1.3 AIMS OF THE PROJECT 

This project aims to discuss the possibilities of increased access to 

European fiction in three ways 

1. By allowing users truly multilingual access to fiction so that, for 

example, a French student could use a French interface to reach English 

language novels. 

2. By devising a system whereby users can retrieve books by searching 

in a 'natural' way based on established patterns of looking for fiction 

which can be recognised; the addition of automation becomes an 

enhancement rather than a hurdle. 

3. By increasing the amount and quality of information contained about 

each individual work so that the reader can assess more accurately 

whether this is really the kind of book wanted; this is particularly 

important where collections may be much in demand or widely distributed 

and reservations must be made 'blind'. 

In order to accomplish the first of these aims, Chapter 2 contains a review 

of systems which claim to be bi- or multilingual, in order to determine the 

ways in which they fulfil or fail to fulfil this criterion, and in order to 

extrapolate the most effective and convenient elements for use in a fiction 
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database. A discussion of the problems inherent in any multilingual 

system is also included. 

In Chapter 3, fiction is again the focus, with the· second of the above aims 

in mind; the development of popular European fiction with special 

relevance to the United Kingdom, France and. Italy is reviewed with a 

view to establishing common ground for the development of a way of 

talking about fiction. The suitability of classifying popular fiction by 

genres across national boundaries in a way which would be useful and 

relevant to readers is discussed here. A detailed list of genres and 

subgenres based on tenns used in the three countries, and the possible 

application of this list within a multilingual database, are proposed in 

Chapter 4. 

The third aim - the enhancement of the amount of detail available to 

readers - is brought into play in Chapter 5 with the drawing up of 

requirements for a multilingual fiction database and the examination of 

the restrictions imposed on the system by the special nature of fiction and 

by the constraints of language, with the example of the SEALS database 

of European fiction and its records. 

In Chapter 6, a prototype database using some of the techniques discussed 

in the main part of this study is implemented, to show that enhanced 

access to fiction is possible with readily available software; it must be 

emphasised that this is an illustration of what may be achievable rather 

than any type of ideal system. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE CURRENT STATE OF Bll..INGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL 
ACCESS IN ONLINE CATALOGUES: AN OVERVffiW 

2.1 DEFINITIONS OF BILINGUALISM AND MULTILINGUALISM 
AS USED IN INDEXING AND RETRffiV AL 

The tenns bilingual' and 'multilingual', when applied to retrieval systems, 

are so flexible as to be almost meaningless in many cases. Systems 

claiming to be fully multilingual in effect offer little more in the way of 

access than a choice of interface languages, and even some of the more 

sophisticated systems require a high level of linguistic knowledge on the 

part of the user for satisfactory operation. Lebovitz points out the reason 

for the creation of the AGROVOC thesaurus: 

Even those users with a passive knowledge of English, ie. the 
ability to read professional literature in that language, often 
lacked the active vocabulary that would pennit them to find the 
infonnation they sought in the indexes (1). 

Delsey comments 

A catalogue that aims at being completely bilingual - that is, 
one that provides both access and description for every item in 
both languages, regardless of the language of the item itself -
would of course require two complete records (or at least two 
parallel sets of data elements) for every item in the catalogue. 
In practice, however, bilingualism to that degree is seldom 
achieved. More often the bilingual catalogue attempts, from the 
descriptive point of view, only to reflect the language of the 
content of the publication itself (2). 

In the minds of these two writers, then, we are dealing with users of 

some linguistic competence, but without the know ledge necessary to 

master a controlled indexing language. A bilingual descriptive record is 

seen as unnecessary because there is very little point in allowing access 
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--------
to this ifthe reader is unable to decipher the article, but access on the 

level of subject indexing is seen as vital. 

Rolland-Thomas and Mercure go one stage further in their definition of 

the 'ideal bilingual OPAC': 

In order that an OPAC be considered bilingual, it must allow 
the user to search in the language of his/her choosing. The 
authority control with reciprocal references must be available in 
the same file. The ideal situation would include one bilingual 
subject heading list or thesaurus for searching in either language 
with retrieval under other subject headings or terms used both 
in the "other" language or in the language used for searching. 
The least that can be expected is multilingual authority files 
which include equivalent forms from one language to the others. 
Moreover, searching in any language must allow retrieval of the 
whole collection and not be limited to items matching the 
language of the search (3). 

At the same time they acknowledge that as yet no OPAC has achieved all 

of these aims. In some cases this is because fully linked authority control 

is considered unnecessary, as in several Canadian systems where the need 

to perform two similar searches is regarded as reasonable; in others it is· 

the difficulty involved in multilingual equivalences which prevents a fully 

integrated system. 

2.2 APPROACHES TO BILINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL 
SYSTEMS: THE LEVELS OF ACCESS 

For the pmposes of this study, two basic criteria for bi- or 

multilingualism have led to systems being considered: 

0 the existence of descriptive cataloguing records in more than one 

language within the database, and 

0 a choice of interface language for the searcher. 
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As we will see, there is a wide variation in the approaches represented 

over and above these two basic qualifications. 

2.2.1 Level 1 

These systems conform with the two basic requirements, thus allowing 

keyword searching in more than one language using the descriptive 

catalogue records (although evidently in only one language at a time, so 

that effectively the same search must be carried out several times). Any 

multilingual claim must end here, however, as all subject indexing using 

controlled tenns is perfonned in only one language, restricting more 

complete searching. This group of systems is only therefore really suitable 

for fluent speakers of the indexing language. The VUBIS system in 

Belgium (Dutch), ELOISE at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 

Education (English) and the GEAC system at the Zurich Zentralbibliothek 

(Gennan) function in this way. Figure 1 shows the Zentralbibliothek's 

subject index when interrogated in English, and Figure 2 illustrates the 

VUBIS 'guided research' function which moves from general to specific 

areas. It is noticeable that these systems exist in countries where a 

statutory requirement to provide bilingual access is in force, but where it 

is assumed that a large proportion of the population will be fluent in the 

majority language. 
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106 ZENTRALBIBL. ZUERICH - GEAC LIBRARY SYSTEM - ALL *SUBJECT SEARCH 

Your Subject: DETECTIVE NOVEL Matches no subjects 
Alphabetically close headings are listed below 

No. of citations 
in entire catalog 

1 Detaille, Eduard [(1848-1912); 
2 Detektiv 

franzoesischer Maler] 1 

3 Detektiv: Einfuehrung 
4 Detektiv: Kriminalroman: Englisch: Geschichte 
5 Detektiv: Motiv (Literatur) : Roman: Englisch 
6 Detektivfilm 

Known as: Kriminalfilm 
7 Detektivgeschichte 

Known as: Kriminalgeschichte 
8 Detektivliteratur 

Known as: Kriminalliteratur 

Type a number to see more information -OR-

2 
1 
1 
1 

FOR - move forward in this list BAC - move backward in this list 
CAT - begin a new search 

Enter number or code, then press CARRIAGE RETURN 

Figure 1. Zentralbibliothek, Zurich : subject index display 

GESTUURDE ONDERWERPSOPZOEKING : STARTSCHERM 
catalogue: LIVRES ET PERIODIQUES 

1 BIBLIOTHEEK- EN INFORMATIEKUNDE 
2 BIOLOGIE 
3 COMMUNICATIEWETENSCHAPPEN 
4 ECONOMIE 

15 PEDAGOGIEK EN ONDERWIJS 
16 POLITIEKE WETENSCHAPPEN 
17 PSYCHOLOGIE 

5 EXACTE WETENSCHAPPEN (ALGEMEEN) 
6 FILOSOFIE EN GODSDIENST 
7 GENEESKUNDE 
8 GEOLOGIE EN GEOGRAFIE 
9 HISTORISCHE WETENSCHAPPEN 

10 INFORMATICA 
11 KUNST 
12 LEEFMILIEU 
13 MAATSCHAPPELIJKE GEZONDHEIDSZORG 
14 NATUURKUNDE 

OPTION(S): CHOISISSEZ NO 

18 RECHTSWETENSCHAPPEN 
19 SCHEIKUNDE 
20 SOCIALE WETENSCHAPPEN 
21 SPORT EN RECREATIE 
22 STERRENKUNDE 
23 TAAL EN LITERATUUR 
24 TANDHEELKUNDE 
25 TECHNOLOGIE 
26 WISKUNDE 
27 ALIA 

Votre choix ? (H - MESSAGE D'AIDE, S = STOP) : 

Figure 2 : VUBIS system (Belgium) 'guided research' function. 
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2.2.2 Level 2 

Cataloguing and subject indexing of documents in this system are 

performed entirely in the language of the document, providing some 

subject access for all users of the database. The subject indexes are not 

however interlinked or cross-referenced in any way, so that a separate 

search must be performed for each language. In discussing DOBIS at the 

National Library of Canada and ISIR/SIRI at the Canadian Workplace 

Automation Research Centre, Rolland-Thomas and Mercure have 

remarked on 

the beginning of a correspondence between the two languages, 
the one through authority control and the other through the 
thesaurus, but the integration stops short here. As far as 
searching is concerned, the catalogue user defines and redefines 
his/her search statements successively in the two languages (4). 

Bilingual items in this group of catalogues are treated either with two 

separate records or, more commonly, with a series of parallel headings, 

and are indexed in both languages. Holmes comments that this dual 

search is 'a common enough requirement for a bilingual user' (5), 

inadvertently highlighting the fact that those with only moderate 

competence in a second language are again excluded from the subject 

search level. The Bibliotheque Royale Albert ler in Brussels 

(French/Dutch) (6), HERMES at the University of Ottawa 

(French/English) (7) and the MINISIS system supporting the 28 languages 

of Canada's Multilingual Bibliosystem (8) all operate in this way. 

There is evidence that this type of system can lead to significant problems 

for its users: Holmes comments that 

Some users have the impression that the OPAC is searching two 
distinct databases when searched in the two languages. Users 
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can be seen to switch the language of interaction with the 
system before switching the language of their search tenn ... 
bilingual searching would be more common if users realised that 
library material is catalogued mostly in only one of the two 
languages (9). 

These problems could probably be overcome by increased user education, 

but underline the confusion engendered among users in claiming 

bilingualism for a system which contains only some elements of this. 

Two variations on this 'dual file' subject system exist The European CD

ROM Project's EXPLORERS pilot disk, produced by the national libraries 

of Italy, Portugal, Denmatk and Holland, aims at this type of access to 

material. Unfortunately the 'subject' field, theoretically searchable in any 

of the four languages represented on the database, appears to contain only 

material from the Italian records. Classmatk searching is possible, but as 

different schemes are used by each of the four libraries, this again 

restricts available material. Author and title searches do, however, bring 

out material in all four languages, which is a significant advance on the 

initial Bibliotheque Nationale/British Library collaboration where two 

distinct databases were contained on one physical disk but contained no 

common access points (10). 

The second variation on this theme is the IPC-CLASS CD-ROM, 

supporting a patents database in five languages (English, French, Gennan, 

Spanish and Hungarian) with keyword indexes in the first four of these. 

Although searches must still be carried out in each language file 

separately, a dictionary file exists which enables users to input a technical 

tenn and have this term translated into the other four languages for 

pursuing the search. This ensures greater access than any of the systems 
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so far discussed, although the user is still responsible for taking the 

initiative in ensuring the completeness of the search. 

2.2.3 Level 3 

In this group items are catalogued and indexed in the language of the 

document, but equivalences have been established in the other language(s) 

used and are made explicit to the user so that these alternative terms are 

not missed. This is a system used primarily by manual indexes as the 

most complete form of bilingual access achievable without enormous 

duplication. 

The Index to Canadian legal literature/Index a la documentation juridique 

au Canada forms part of the Canadian Abridgement, and has supplanted 

the Index to Canadian legal periodical literature which had previously 

catered to francophone users by a system of 'see' references to the English 

language index (11). In this new index, English and French descriptors are 

established for each term and the one appropriate to the document is used 

with the other appearing as an equivalence relationship (ie. Criminal law 

= Droit penal) in the appropriate place in the alphabetic subject index, 

regardless of whether records under this heading in the other language 

exist. This system allows far more subject access in a manual context 

than many have achieved with the advantages of automated retrieval. It 

must be remembered, however, that the Index is a tool operating within 

a relatively limited subject area in terms of establishing links, and with 

the investment both of the Carswell publishing empire and the Canadian 

Association of Law Librarians, so that the intensive effort required to 

produce it is well-financed with adequate commercial backing. 
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An ambitious project to achieve similar access over a wide range of 

subjects is underway at Laurentian University in Canada (12). At present 

Laval's Repertoire de vedettes-matiere (RVM) and Library of Congress 

subject headings (LCSH) are used; Laval's subject headings are to be 

loaded onto Laurentian's MultiLIS system first, followed by Blackwell 

North America's loading of LCSH into the reciprocal English-language 

dictionary record generated by MultiLIS (13}. This will provide a system 

of references similar to the sample given as Figure 3. Authority records 

showing all broader, narrower, rejected and equivalent tenns will also be 

available to cataloguing staff. The possibility of adopting the system for 

multilingual use also exists, and this is shown as Figure 4. 

Equivalence headings fulfil many of the criteria for bi- and multilingual 

access in that they point the user towards full retrieval in a way which is 

simple to understand. Readers are also thereby alerted to the fact that two 

languages are used for indexing and given the appropriate tenn, thus 

avoiding the pitfalls mentioned by Holmes and cited above. 
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Recherche 
Recherche par sujet 

Difinition cherchie: SCIENCE POLITIQUE 

1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 

10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 

(99 not.) 
(7 not.) 
(2 not. l 
(57 not.) 
(3 not.) 
(328 not.) 
(24 not.) 
( 8 not.) 
(2 not.) 
(37 not.) 
(4 not.) 
(134 not.) 
(61 not.) 
(1 not.) 

Science politique 
Terme associi: Histoire constitutionnelle 
Terme associi: Histoire 
Terme associi: Itat 
Terme associi: Iducation des princes 
- Political science 
Terme associi: Federal government 
Terme associi: Opposition (Political science) 
Terme associi: Oligarchy 
Terme associi: Nationalism 
Terme associi: Local government 
Terme associi: Liberty 
Terme associi: Liberalism 
Terme associi: Koran--Political science 

PF3: Ordre alphabitique 

<Suivant> 
Silection: 

Figure 3. Laurentian University (MultiLIS) equivalence reference. 

Recherche 
Recherche par sujet 

Difinition cherchie: GERMANY HISTORY 

1: (24 not.) 
2: (1 not.) 
3: (10 not.) 
4: ( 4 not.) 
5: (3 not.) 
6: (6 not.) 
7: (2 not.) 
8: ( 1 not.) 
9: (3 not.) 

10: (1 not.) 
11: (1 not.) 
12: (3 not.) 
13: (1 not.) 
14: (1 not.) 

Germany--History 
= Deutschland--Geschichte 
= Allemagne--Histoire 

Germany. Kriegsmarine--History 
Germany. Heer--History 
Germany--History, Military 
Germany--Industry--History 
Germany--Defenses--History 
Education--Germany--History 
Physics--History--Germany 
Jews in Germany--History 
Radicalism--History--Germany 
Conservatism--History--Germany 
Lippe (Germany)--History 

PF3: Ordre alphabitique 

<Suivant> 
Silection: 

Figure 4. Laurentian University (MultiLIS) trilingual equivalence 
display. 
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2.2.4 Level 4 

Only one system seems to fulfil the majority of Rolland Thomas and 

Mercures' criteria for a fully multilingual OPAC, and this is the ETHICS 

system at the ETH-Bibliothek (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) in 

Zurich (14). The library is closed access, preventing browsing, and this 

may have proved a significant factor in the creation of more sophisticated 

automated access. The UDC classification is used, with 50 000 UDC 

notations and 400 000 corresponding subject tenns in English, French and 

Gennan. A choice of French and Gennan interfaces is available. When 

a subject search is perfonned, this is posted in all three languages (Figure 

5) with the language code beside them in the first right-hand column. 

However, when one of these subjects is selected in whichever language, 

the tenn is automatically referred to that in the language of the interface 

(Figure 6) and a list of titles in several languages is produced (Figure 7). 

This is the same list independent of which of the three tenns was 

originally chosen and of the language of the interface, and is achieved by 

linking the classification number assigned to the subject with the subject 

heading and the bibliographic records to produce a 'subject-neutral' 

classified catalogue. This classified approach was also discussed at 

Laurentian prior to automation, as a classified bilingual catalogue had 

been in operation there for some time (15)(16). 

All subject tenns in English or French would be linked by the 
appropriate Library of Congress Classification for the headings: the 
class number itself would represent the authorised fonn of the 
heading, with 'see references' from the Library of Congress Subject 
Headings (LCSH) or Repertoire de vedettes-matiere (RVM) fonns 
(17). 

The classified scheme was, however, dropped when MultiLIS became 

available. 
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ETHICS ABFR SABF WORT 
11.08.93 17:46 

CLE D'ACCES: FICTION 

BS106F 

REGISTRE-MATIERES ALPHABETIQUE 
LANGUE REG-MAT. : A 

1 FICTION (LITERARY SCIENCE) 
2 FICTION (PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE) 
3 FICTION (SCIENCES LITTERAIRES) 
4 FICTION (THEORIE DES SCIENCES) 
5 FICTION AND NON-FICTION, HYBRID FORMS 
6 FICTION/SCIENCE FICTION 
7 FICTIONAL PROSE (LITERATURE) 
8 FICUS (BOT.) 
9 FICUS (BOT.) 

10 FICUS (BOT.) 
11 FICUS CARICA (ARBORICULTURE) 
12 FICUS CARICA (FRUIT GROWING) 
13 FICUS CARICA (OBSTBAU) 
14 FICUSIN (HETEROCYCL.HC.) 
15 FICUSIN (HETEROCYCL.KWS.) 

<-- OPTION 

E 0 
E O,U 
F 0 
F O,U 
E Q,U 
E O,Q 
E U 
D O,Q 
E O,Q 
F O,Q 
F 0 
E 0 
D 0 
E 0 
D 0 

K0 56 

PF: 1=AIDE 2=PAGE SUIV. 3=DEBUT LISTE 5=ERKL 6=MODIF.ENTREE 
7=NOUVELLE RECH. 

9=BEN 10=UMG 11=SYST 12=WORT 

Figure 5. ETHICS, Zurich : subject index display. 

ETHICS ABFR SABF WORT ANZ BS102F 
11.08.93 17:48 
CLE D'ACCES: FICTION (LITERARY SCIENCE) 

NOTION CHOISIE 
LANGUE REG-MAT. : A 

FICTION + REALITE (SCIENCES LITTERAIRES) 
0 

1. 17 TITRES 
2. 0 TITRES SOUS CETTE NOTION SEULE 

K0 56 

3. 17 TITRES EN COMBINAISON AVEC 16 AUTRES NOTIONS 
<== OPTION 

PF: 1=AIDE 5=PREC. 6=MODIF.ENTREE 7=NOUVELLE RECH. 9=KOMB 
10=UMG ll-SUFR 

Figure 6. ETHICS, Zurich : automatic subject reference. 
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ETHICS.ABFR SABF WORT ANZ TITK BS103F K0 56 
11.08.93 17:49 
CLE D'ACCES: FICTION (LITERARY SCIENCE) 
A PARTIR DU TITRE 1 D'UN TOTAL DE 17 TITRES 

1. Text und Fiktion 
- Juergen Landwehr I Fink I 1975 

2. Darstellung von Wirklichkeit als drarnaturgisches Problem 
bei Max Frisch 
- Volker Zehetbaue 1975 

3. Gottfried Keller 
- Juergen Rothenberg I ED.=1 Winter 1976 

4. Franz Kafka, "Das Schloss• 
- Doris Obschernitzki I 1977 

5. Dichtung und Wahrheit 
- Theodor Verweyen I :universitaetsvel 1979 

6. Hermann Brochs "Die Schuldlosen• 
- Bernd Welter I I 1979 

7. Franzoesischer Roman der Gegenwart 
- Winfried Wehle I ISchmidt 1972 

8. Bewusstsein und Realitaet im neueren deutschen Roman 
- Henning Rolf Mueller I I I 1979 

-> 
<== OPTION OU TRI PAR DATE DE PUBL. - A=ORDRE ASCENDANT, 

D=DESCENDANT 

PF: l=AIDE 2=PAGE SUIV. 3=DEBUT LISTE 5=PREC. 6=MOD.ENTREE 
7=NOUV.RECH. 

12=IMPRIMER 

Figure 7. ETHICS, Zurich: bibliographic reference display. 

2.3 PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN MULTILINGUAL INDEXING 
AND RETRIEVAL 

2.3.1 The nature of language 

The most enduring and insuperable problems in multilingual indexing 

stem from the different character of national languages, and the cultural 

background underlying them. If any indexing system and list of 

controlled tenns is to be a reliable tool for storage and retrieval, it must 

reflect these national characteristics. The problem arises when two or 

more systems of tenns come to be interlocked in a bi-or multilingual 

system. 
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As Michel Foumier of Laval has pointed out, some concepts and 
terms can be directly formulated one for one, but others in the 
context of an ostensibly encyclopaedic list of terms such as the 
Repertoire, require accommodation to the structural differences 
and expressive richness of contemporary French (18). 

The way that this somewhat aesthetic view is reflected in practice is 

shown in the AGRIS experience: 

There have been cases where the English descriptor string 
represented the content of the document very well, but the 
French did not because of the translation of an English 
descriptor into a French term with a more restricted meaning 
(19). 

When this situation and related ones arise, all solutions are sOmewhat 

clumsy 

Artificial terms may have to be created when no real translation 
is available in the other language or a descriptor may be used 
differently than it is in ordinary usage (20). 

This approach is fraught with difficulties, though, and Rasmussen reminds 

us that 

[t]he indexer must consider literary warrant and user warrant 
when deciding which index term to use (21); 

concocting terms is of no earthly use if they are words which the user of 

the system will never be able to guess at However, generalisation as a 

way out also has its pitfalls: 

whenever an attempt to translate a term for which there is no 
equivalent item in the target language, the indexer's work is 
further complicated because defining the concept invariably puts 
the emphasis on a mere generic term, and this is then indexed. 
1f CHEESE is defined as a type of food in a language which has 
no word for CHEESE, then the only possible indexing term for 
this concept is FOOD (22). 
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These gaps in terminology can occur when the languages develop in 

different areas at different rates. Mount (23) has obseiVed that the 

Repertoire de vedettes-matiere often lags behind LCSH in some areas, but 

extra terms are invented in areas largely unused by (predominantly 

anglophone) cataloguing staff; this may well reflect the general 

development of the language. Conversely, problems have been 

experienced when there are too many words in one language to cover the 

terms in another: again from the RVM and LCSH 

COLLEGE TEACHING yields two different French sub
headings: ENSEIGNEMENT COLLEGIAL and 
ENSEIGNEMENT UNIVERSIT AIRE; WOMEN
EMPLOYMENT equals TRA V AILLEUSES and FEMME
TRAVAIL (24). 

The problems of faux am is also occur in amalgamating subject headings 

in two or more languages. In some cases these are caused by the 

inadequacy of technology: Lebovitz points to the current problem in 

AGRIS in distinguishing the French noun THE and the English article 

THE (25), but this is a situation which could be avoided by the 

recognition of diacritical maJks by the system and the elaboration of the 

keyboard. A more complicated example cited by Slater (26) is the LCSH 

PAIN conflicting with the same term in RV M, this time the French word 

for 'bread'. In this case, as there are few viable alternatives for either 

term, 'noise' in the system must be endured and the context should ensure 

that not too much time is wasted chasing irrelevant references. 

Another possible, but relatively rare conflict occurs when the 
heading in one language is a rejected form in the other. For 
example, the RVM term PORTS (=harbors) is a rejected form 
for the LCSH term (27). 
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At present these problems are solved on an ad hoc basis by the librarians 

involved. 

The problems of demi-faux am is- words which embody two concepts in 

one language but only one of these in another - has also been explored. 

L'ADDITION in French means both 'addition' and 'the restaurant bill', 

while L'EXPERIENCE means both 'experience' and 'experiment' (28). 

Scope notes are added to prevent misunderstanding in these cases. The 

tendency towards nominalisation in English and verbal forms in French 

in indexing terms has also been noted (29). 

These are problems arising from the most commonly attempted and 

closely documented bilingual amalgamation between English and French. 

two languages which have broadly similar European historical 

backgrounds and a relatively shared culture and language. It is evident 

that the problems are increased each time that a language is added to a 

database, and by any conflict of cultures, such as the linguistic and 

cultural mix seen in South Africa where a multiplicity of languages have 

been forcibly kept apart and left to develop in entirely different ways, but 

where greater shared access to information must become a top priority. 

2.3.2 Technical difficulties 

Even in the unlikely events of all the purely linguistic problems inherent 

in information storage and retrieval being resolved, certain technical 

problems remain. The one most discussed by advocates of increased 

multilingual access is that of character recognition. Even in languages as 

similar as English, French and Italian there can be problems - Rolland

Thomas (30) highlights the letter string PECHE which means nothing. 
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However, PECHE means both 'fishing' and 'peach', and PECHE means 

'sin'! The problem is distinctly worsened when non-Roman characters are 

introduced, however. At present there are no internationally recognised 

common standards for character sets, even within the European 

Community. The CELEX (Communitatis Europaeae Lex) database 

experienced problems when Greece joined the community, not only 

because of the special characters involved, but also because documents 

constructed in capital letters are not binding in Greek law, and because 
. 

diacritical marlcings change the meanings of Greek words to an extent 

unknown in other western European· languages (31). Although the 

adoption of 8-bit rather than 7-bit characters succeeded in changing the 

appearance of letters on the screen, problems were nevertheless 

experienced in providing emulators for PCs in all other member countries 

for searching pmposes and in the impossibility of transmitting documents 

thus stored through the (mainly 7-bit standard) electronic mail networks. 

The latter problem can be seen to a lesser extent in the French characters 

in the OPAC printouts shown earlier, notably in Figure 3, although more 

sophisticated emulators can produce these characters. 

The Multilingual Database Instruction System (MLDBS) overcomes some 

of the problems by creating two banks of symbols within one system (32). 

English, French, Gennan, Italian and Spanish characters are stored in one 

database, with Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Korean, Mongolian, Uighur, 

Tibetan, Zuang and Dai in another. Again, this system is at a 

disadvantage because of the lack of agreed character sets. Additional 

problems are posed by the fact that Mongolian is displayed and read 

vertically and Uighur from left to right, so that these languages are 

isolated within the database. Keyword searching can othetWise be carried 
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out separately on the languages of the eastern and Western database, and 

catalogue cards can be printed using the system, which is primarily a 

teaching package for information scientists. Some commercial packages 

are also now available for the input and reliable display of non-Roman 

scripts. Zielinska documents MINISIS, which 

has the capability, with suitable terminal handlers, of processing 
records in up to 16 different scripts, both Roman and non
Roman (33). 

The problems of subject, rather than keyword, access to these languages, 

however, still seems insuperable as long as the system recognises them as 

a series of key combinations rather than as linguistic units. Even though 

some Russian words, when transliterated, directly relate to their Latin 

roots, they will not be picked up by present-day systems in this way 

because the visual representations of the characters are produc~d by 

different combinations on the keyboard and in the memory store of the 

computer. 

The problem of transliteration is another which could be especially 

relevant to a fiction database. It was noted in the first reviews of the 

Bibliotheque Nationale/British Library cooperative CD-ROM that the 

system was intolerant of unauthorised forms of personal names. 

TROTSKY and TROTSKI scored no hits, all records being stored under 

TROTSKIT (34). Bums points out that the confusion is deepened by the 

adoption of different standards and handbooks for transliteration in each 

country (35). 

One solution to this would be the adoption on all systems of a facility 

presently available on many OPACs of 'near misses'- the display of the 
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alphabetical sequence where the sequence typed should fit in. In the 

example cited above, the correct fonn would be displayed because of its 

alphabetjc proximity to the strings typed. It would not solve the problem 

of the present Russian President's surname being spelt YELTSIN in 

English, ELTSINE in French and IELTSIN in Italian, however! Another 

possible approach would be the adoption of the PHONIX algorithm 

documented by Gadd (36) and used in some South African libraries, 

where the problems of transliteration of names into the large number of 

local languages in immense. PHONIX checks first for the full name, then 

for the surname, then for a close match in the alphabetic sequences, and 

then uses its algorithm to systematically scramble and replace letters until 

a phonetic match is found in the database. Another method, more simple 

but perllaps more time-consuming, is the creation of authority files for 

personal names which include these transliterations, covering author, title 

and subject fields and referring to items in all languages of the database 

by this linked authority. Surprisingly few catalogues have this established 

procedure, denying access to those unaware of the differences in 

transliteration practice. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

POPULAR FICTION AND GENRE FICTION 

3.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF GENRE 
FICTION 

The word 'genre', simply meaning 'kind' or 'type' has a long and 

honourable history. Even before the prevalence of written culture, oral 

works subscribed to certain formulae; the Norse sagas and African 

storytelling are both characterised by repetition in narrative patterning and 
I 

symbolic naming. Partly these conventions were to facilitate learning and 

retelling, but they were also to provide some sort of barrier between lived 

and narrated experience, to give structure to an apparently chaotic outside 

world. The endless retelling of these stories is more than children 

clamouring for an old favourite, however; traditional tales give security 

in reuniting the universal, the sense that things are the same in all ages, 

with the culturally specific, the feeling of belonging to a certain group at 

a determined time. Sometimes this security can be an illusion; Jesus 

subverts the traditional pattern in the Parable of the Talents (1). While 

using the archetypal structure of threes - the first man who receives five 

talents, the second two and the third, one, the established pattern is 

overturned when the 'youngest son' fails to come up with the goods. The 

sense of safety engendered by the adoption of an archetype is cut away 

with the express intention of concentrating attention on the message. This 

apparent adoption and subversion of a formula is a feature of genre 

writing today - the detective thriller Il contesto by Leonardo Sciascia 

begins as almost a parody of the 'correct' detective form and degenerates 

into a chaotic morass of Mafia intrigue (2). 
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The development of genres has not, however, leapt from the oral tradition 

to the present unmediated by literary movements. From the Psalms to 

haiku, the Greek tragedy to the roman personnel, strict rules and 

conventions have been placed on literary production to produce some type 

of narrative or formal type. Sometimes these have been for reasons of 

'purity' -the Academie Francaise, formed in 1637, censored playwrights 

whose rhyming or scansion fell foul of its codes, or whose language failed 

to conform to the right tenor. Arguments still rage as to whether an 

intensely controlled play such as Racine's B erenice (3) transcends 

Shakespeare's relatively uncontrolled tragedies, or whether it is stifled by 

legalism. Shakespeare himself, as Dante in Italy two and a half centuries 

earlier, operated within self-imposed restraints in terms of verse form; and 

both these authors adopted classical figures and stories, blending them 

with contemporary figures to produce hybrids of tradition and innovation. 

3.2 THE BIRTH OF POPULAR FICTION :THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

The self-referential writing of a literary elite, with its reliance on allusions 

which all can understand because of a similar education and grounding in 

the classics, founders when opposed to the tidal wave of the growth of 

literacy in the nineteenth century in both Britain and France. Suddenly 

the 'common people' could read and write (the number grew in Britain 

from one and a half million to eight million between 1780 and 1830 (4)) 

and were not necessarily interested in the kind of material their masters 

read. In Mrs Gaskell's North and South (5) the mill-owner, Mr Thorn ton, 

sets out to 'better himself by an acquaintanceship with the classics. Apart 

from this study being a narrative device to bring him into contact with 

Margaret Hale, the classics lessons provide an opportunity for a 
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discussion of past and future. Mrs Thomton, by no means an 

unsophisticated woman, declares that 

Classics may do very well for men who loiter away their time 
in the country or in colleges; but Milton men ought to have their 
thoughts and powers absorbed in the work of today (6). 

This rematk is not seen as philistinism, especially when related to Fanny, 

the most 'cultured' character by contemporary upper-class standards, who 

is seen to be totally unfitted for everyday life. 'High literature', 

particularly the classics, treads an ambiguous line between the ideal (as 

seen by Mr Thomton and the Hales) and the superfluous (as seen by Mrs 

Thomton and, by extension, the people of Milton). 

New ways brought new formats in written material; the new reading 

populace could seldom afford to buy books, so that one of the more 

popular forms of literature was the serial or feuilleton, distributed through 

periodicals such as Le petit journal, which began in 1863. In 1850 the 

average print run of a book was 1 200 copies. Le petit journal, at a price 

of 5 centimes, sold 400 000 copies a week (7). By 1914 this had grown, 

with its sister papers, to 4 500 000 (8). Although G M Trevelyan states 

that the increase in education 

has produced a vast population able to read, but unable to 
distinguish what is worth reading, an easy prey to sensations and 
cheap appeals (9), 

many books now recognised as classics, including North and South and 

works by Dickens, Balzac and Zola, appeared first in the serials. Classics 

of genre fiction, such as Wilkie Collins' The Moonstone, Gaboriau's 

Inspecteur Lecoq, and the Sherlock Holmes stories, also featured, 

inaugurating the joint traditions of the police detective and the freelance 
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adventurer. 

The extent to which publishing trends have dominated popular reading 

tastes in the last hundred and fifty years or so cannot be overestimated. 

The popularity of the serials led publishers to try their hand at cheap 

editions of novels: the price of a three-volume novel, at 31/6d in the 

1860s, had dropped to as little as 5d by 1900 (10), and followed a similar 

pattern in France. An explosion both in bookbuying and in the number of 

authors required to cater to this new readership resulted. Simultaneously, 

the 'dime novels' in the United States, imported into Europe in the late 

nineteenth century, introduced the idea of publishers dominating the 

characterization, plot, setting and length of novels. Economic 

considerations were paramount; in the case of the Beadles dime house 

Towards the end of the firm's life, to save money on woodcuts, 
authors were sometimes requested to concoct stories to suit pre
existent illustrations (11). 

This same feature was remarlced on in Italian romance publishing as late 

as the 1950s (12). However, censorship was not entirely imposed from 

without: 

Harold Hersey. another pulp Western editor and publisher, has 
said that he could give his authors carte blanche, precisely 
because they had trained themselves to despise the inspiration 
and individuality in self-expression which are so precious to the 
serious artist and so utterly worthless to the quantity writer (13). 

The growth of the specialist series is also a feature of genre publishing, 

from the French 'Anticipation' series launched by Fleuve Noir in 1951 to 

cater for science fiction fans (14) to the recent Italian 'Harmony' and 'Blue 

Moon' collections of romantic fiction (15). 
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At this point it must be stressed that Italian genre fiction has a very 

different history and development from that in France or Britain. Literacy 

in Italian cannot really be said to have become widespread until after the 

First World War, and illiteracy rates in provinces such as Calabria and 

Sicily are still very high by European standards. In addition, the 

predominance of a single national language was far slower to emerge in 

Italy, which before 1861 was a collection of warring states with an 

interest in emphasising cultural differences; many people today still speak 

dialect in rural areas. The more prosperous areas such as Lombardia and 

Piemonte have traditionally regarded themselves as more 'mainstream 

European' than Italian, as a result of their domination by Austria and 

France and by the South's alliance with the Catholic Church respectively. 

Much genre fiction comes in translated from foreign sources, unmediated 

by Italian content: 25% of all new titles published in Italy are translations 

from foreign authors, and fiction makes up a substantial proportion of this 

(16). The two main exceptions are the «giallo» or detective novel and the 

«rosa» or romantic novel, both discussed in more detail later. 

3.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF GENRE FICTION AND ITS READERS 

However dominated present-day genres may be by the publishing 

industry, this is not enough to assure their popularity. From the 3D film 

to the pogo-stick, well-marketed and novel concepts have failed the test 

of fashion. It might be thought that genre literature would fall into this 

trap but Rosenberg remarks that 

(t)he most amazing characteristic of genre fiction is its 
immortality. It is obviously not classic literature - the classic 
revered though seldom read - but examples from all periods 
continue to be read with pleasure by successive generations 
(17). 
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Classics such as Huxley's Brave New World are read as avidly as more 

modem speculative fiction such as Frank Herbert's Dune cycle. Tattered 

copies of The Day of the Trifjids stand alongside the latest Teny 

Pratchett on countless adolescent bookshelves. It is the underlying pattern 

rather than the subject matter which counts: Terra, in reviewing a book 

by Roberts, says that 

unlike serious reading in which well-defined individual texts are 
intently studied "the reading of genre fiction is ... text-superior. 
The reader is reading not the text but the genre by means of the 
text".... Strangers to any given genre (ie. readers lacking 
competency with the system) often criticise popular works as 
simple-minded, predictable and absurd. But the simple stories 
take on greater depth, interest and meaning when they are 
interpreted, consciously or not, as being only a small part of a 
much larger network of related stories (with all the attendant 
cliches and apparatus) in that genre (18). 

Many genre fans develop an encyclopaedic know ledge of their subject and 

discussions can be held at an extraordinarily organized level (huge science 

fiction conferences, roleplaying weekends, murder conventions), showing 

an eclecticism unsuspected by publishers (who, for instance, would have 

foretold the success of Return to the Forbidden Planet, an adaptation of 

Shakespeare's The Tempest, in the West End?). New sub-genres are often 

detected first by fans, and the development of a genre is often a two-way 

process between writers and fans through societies, readings and letters. 

It can be seen that there is a tension at the heart of all genre reading: 

although the reading of genre fiction is an addiction, and the true fan will 

read practically anything connected with a particular type of writing, these 

'likes' are often highly specialised. Jameson has described genres as 

literary institutions, or social contracts between a writer and a 
specific public (19). 
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Chelton warns that, as far as booksellers and readers' advisors dealing 

with genre addicts are concerned 

you still need to know the broad differences not only among 
genres but among sub-genre categories... readers who love 
techno-thrillers are a breed apart from those who prefer 
traditional thrillers. Just ask Tom Clancy fans whether they 
liked Patriot Games (20). 

Genres are a minefield for the uninitiated; practically the only guarantee 

that a work belongs to a subgenre is its acceptance by the readers. 

3.4 NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE TREATMENT OF GENRE 
FICTION 

Although all three countries selected - the UK, France and Italy - have a 

tradition of genre fiction reading, popular fiction is treated differently in 

each country in tenns both of its production, and of its promotion and 

reception. 

3.4.1 The UK 

The UK scene is by far the most developed, both in tenns of specialist 

publishers and booksellers and in tenns of the public sector. Bookshops 

such as 'Forbidden Planet', specialising in science fiction and fantasy, and 

'Murder One', specialising in both true-life and fictional crime, are 

opening branches in major cities nationwide, and the recent trend for more 

specialist shops selling comics and graphic novels seems set to develop 

and mature. Developments in bookselling in the last two decades have 

led to 'reader interest categories' becoming widespread in all major 

bookshop chains in both non-fiction and fiction, with 'crime', 'thrillers', 

'science fiction and fantasy', 'romance', 1tistorical' and 'classics' being the 

most commonly used. Books are distributed through supennarlcets, 
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chemists and newsagents (notably Mills and Boon books) with railway 

station bookshops, now joined by the airport bookshop, being as important 

an element in the 'impulse buy' area as in the nineteenth century. 

After a prolonged debate over many years, and much opposition from 

public librarians, 'light' or 'popular' fiction has now become established in 

the vast majority of public libraries; and the libraries have taken a cue 

from the bookshops in grouping certain identifiable types of fiction into 

broad genre classes, either by the use of differently coloured spine labels, 

or by the shelving of these books in separate sequences (21). 

3.4.2 France 

In France, the situation is rather different "Privileged genres" are 

policiers (detective stories), science-fiction and bandes dessinees (comic 

books or graphic novels, often political, and prized by adults more than 

by children); in the central FNAC (Federation Nationale des Associations 

de Consommateurs) bookshop in Paris these are shelved apart in separate 

browsing areas. In the vast majority of French bookshops, however, 

publications are arranged according to publisher, and sometimes non

fiction and fiction titles by the same publisher are intershelved in smaller 

provincial bookshops. To an extent, publishers simplify matters by 

'branding' their genre titles (policiers, irrespective of publisher, often have 

yellow and black spines), and by the prominent advertising given to the 

name of the publisher on any new book publicity. 

This arrangement seems to reflect the greater acceptance of some types 

of light fiction by the French literary establishment; in concluding his 

history of French science fiction, Bozzetto states that 
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French SF ... is presetving in its evolution the polyvalent 
personality it acquired by not undergoing a process of ... 
'ghettoization'. The intergeneric boundaries separating it from 
other literary fonns remain highly porous - indeed are becoming 
more so as this SF continues to successfully diversify its models 
(22). 

The policier has gained attention from critics as prestigious as Tzvetan 

Todorov (23) who identifies three types of these novels from the early 

roman a enigme (corresponding to the English 'golden age' or inteiWar 

puzzle novels) to the later roman noir (or 'hardboiled' private detective). 

Some types of genre fiction have, however, been less critically fortunate. 

The immensely successful Harlequin series of romantic novels still bear 

the taint of bovarisme, the self-indulgent destruction of real life by 

sentimental overexposure and the escape into fantasy undertaken by 

Emma Bovary: 

Ce n'etait qu'amours, amants, amantes, dames persecutees 
s'evanouissant dans des pavilions solitaires, postilions qu'on tue a 
tous les relais, cheveux qu'on creve a toutes les pages, forets 
sombres, troubles du coeur, sennents, sanglots, lannes et baisers, 
nacelles au clair de lune, rossignols dans les bosquets, messieurs 
braves comme des lions, doux comme des agneaux, vertueux comme 
on ne l'est pas, toujours bien mis, et qui pleurent comme des umes. 
Pendant six mois, a quinze ans, Emma se graissa done les mains a 
cette poussiere des vieux cabinets de lecture (24). 

There are also genres which are particular to French literature, such as the 

recit autobiographique (fictionalized autobiography such as that 

popularized by Pagnol) and the litterature de reportage (bestselling travel 

or political fiction told in the first person and including great factual detail 

such as Quand la Chine s'eveillera by Alain Peyrefitte), both identified by 

the Gerrods (25). 
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Another factor affecting fiction purchasing and reading patterns in Fmnce 

is the fact that French schoolchildren from the age of ten are expected to 

buy their own litemture books and textbooks; a ready-made 'classic 

libmxy' is therefore available in French homes in a way which no longer 

exists in the majority of UK households. Classic and modem 'litemxy' 

novels are discussed in the prime-time Apostrophes television progmmme; 

Bemard Pivot, the presenter, has become a media personality far 

exceeding any present-day arts presenter on British or Italian TV. 

Despite the mottled pattern of acceptance and rejection by the French 

litemxy establishment, genre fiction has not made its mark in the public 

libraxy. The cabinets de lecture, frequented by Emma Bovaxy, died out, 

as did their British counterparts, with the advent of cheaper publishing; 

however, in contmst to the situation in Britain, the public libraries have 

not filled this gap. The city libraries of Paris are still arranged strictly in 

A-Z order, and although the occasional Barbara Taylor Bradford or 

Frederick Forsyth novel in tmnslation may creep through, and the works 

of more established and 'respectable' French genre writers such as Jules 

Veme and Georges Simenon are well-represented, the classics still form 

the vast bulk of the staple diet of the borrowing public (even though these 

classics contain works by authors such as Zola, who were previously 

considered 'tmsh'). 

3.4.3 Italy 

The Italian situation is much less developed, for many of the literacy

related reasons stated above. Books sold in Italy still total only 1.3 per 

head per year, as opposed to 3.8 in the UK and 5.3 in France (26), 

according to UNESCO figures. Porzio (27) dates the birth of the 
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«industria culturale>> to 1926, with the production of D'Annunzio's 

complete works, approximately three-quarters of a century later than in 

France or the UK. Publishing factors have also contributed to this 

feature: where in France 412 publishers operate, with 67% of sales 

emanating from 6% of publishers (28), in Italy there are upwards of 2 500 

houses which are only just beginning to form blocs around the major 

publishers (29). This situation has implications for the development of 

specialist series, which require substantial amounts of investment in their 

launch. It was only in the early 1980s that the 'Harmony' and 'Blue 

Moon' series were launched into the serial romance market, and sales 

responded by climbing from 5.5 million in 1980 to 30 million in 1983 

(30). Romantic fiction (or «rosa») is the most popular genre with women 

- 27.7% of women (and 3.1% of men) said that they regularly read 

romance novels in a recent survey (31). A romantic novelist, Isabella 

Emiliani, has said that it is now impossible to sell a novel to one of these 

series without an English-language pseudonym, despite a long Italian 

tradition stretching back to Carolina Invemizio in the nineteenth century 

(32). This continues a long tradition of importing genre fiction: the vast 

majority of science fiction, fantasy and of course Westerns (despite the 

strong Italian 'spaghetti Western' tradition), listed in booksellers' journals 

(although these do not list fiction by type), appear to be works translated 

from other languages, mainly English and French. The «giallo» or 

detective novel is, however, a feature of Italian literature recently 

exploited by authors such as Umberto Eco in Il name della rosa (The 

name of the rose) and Il pendolo di Foucault (Foucault's pendulum), and 

Leonardo Sciascia. Originally printed on cheap yellow paper (as the 

«rosa» was on pink), these detective novels were the original popular 

literature of Italy, being mass-produced and appealing to a rather lurid 
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taste towards the end of the nineteenth century. One genre which is 

seemingly unique to Italy is the «fotoromanzo» (33), often a spinoff from 

popular TV series or film, a kind of photogmphic cartoon strip 'true-life' 

romance, and avidly read by young women. 

Distribution channels for fiction are largely on traditional lines - sales 

from supermaikets are at only 3% of the national total (34) and the 

bookshops (mainly situated in the North) dominate the maiket Libmries 

are seen as an offshoot of educative, mther than recreational services, and 

are largely closed-stack systems, effectively preventing browsing in a 

genre-based way. 

3.5 THE SUIT ABILITY OF A GENRE-BASED APPROACH FOR FICTION 
RETRffiVAL 

The first criterion for judging any fiction classification scheme 
should be: does it help the reader find a book they will enjoy in 
the way they go about choosing? Does it give the reader 
improved access to the stock? (35) 

Although, as we have seen, the genre approach to popular fiction is at 

different stages of development in the three countries selected, the 

concepts of genre in popular writing are known and exploited to a greater 

or lesser extent. When asked by the 1ST AT (Istituto Statistico) survey in 

1988, Italian readers were evidently familiar with the concept of genre in 

identifying their own reading habits (36). Problems which have been 

identified over the years with a genre-based approach are based around 

the 'alternative armngement' concept. Sapp comments that 'libmrians do 

not so much classify fiction as organize it '(37) and also that, wherever 

a book is shelved 
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the browser still has only one access point to the subject of a 
fictional work: the shelf location of the book (38). 

Dixon comments that-

The danger with shelf categorization is that it degenerates into 
a dump - the definition of 'crime' will become wider and looser 
just to keep the shelf topped up (39) 

and Ainley and Totterdell seem to concur: 

The practical problem in a categorized situation is whether there 
is sufficient material to support independent categories 
adequately ( 40). 

Fragmentation of an author's work in genre shelving arrangements has 

also been a cause for concern, especially where (as often happens) a 

reader-accessible catalogue is not available and the shelf arrangement is 

relied on to find the book. The problem of analysing content to provide 

one major theme or genre is also common - should Sara Paretsky be 

classified as a 'feminist', 'crime' or 'contemporary American' novelist? To 

decide this irrevocably by shelf arrangement is to second-guess readers 

who may have widely differing motives in the selection of a book. 

These problems stem from the use of genres as a shelf arrangement tool 

rather than as an instrument of classification; this results in both the 'one

slot' approach to assessing the content of the novel, and the stock 

problems described. If a genre classification is used, more than one 

category can be assigned to each work, reducing the chances of a work 

being missed by a real genre fan and broadening the list of available 

works. 
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The introduction of affordable automated retrieval systems could largely 

overcome these problems; if a multiplicity of access points are available 

on computer, and if users are trained in how to get the best out of this, 

the actual shelf location of the book becomes almost immaterial. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTILINGUAL GENRE 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR FICTION 

4.1 THE BASIS OF THE SCHEME 

A set of genre and subgenre lists covering material in English, French and 

Italian is suggested here, as Figure 8 (overleaf). These have been 

compiled from a wide variety of sources with the intention of ensuring 

that the tenns used are true reflections of phrases generally accepted in 

the countries concerned. Infonnation about genre types reflected the 

findings above as regards the level of development of genre fiction in the 

three countries: English language material was predictably the easiest to 

glean, coming from work by Rosenberg (1) and the fiction indexes 

(2)(3)(4), abridged where appropriate to provide balance between a 

somewhat imprecise broad system and one so detailed that only specialists 

would grasp the tenninology. In French fiction, the major souces were 

special editions of Le fran,ais dans le monde (5)(6) and Livres de France 

(7), the Gerrods (8) and Todorov (9); here references to genres were 

found in literary criticism, book reviews and advertisements rather than 

being made explicit in the kinds of tools available in English. For Italian, 

Cadioli (10), Peresson (11) and Intomo al rosa (12) were used, as well as 

some editions of L 1ndice (13). Lists in the three languages were then 

drawn up, and the three correlated as far as possible. The aim was not 

to create an index in one language and then to find translations for the 

tenns in other languages, but as far as possible to use the tenns actually 

employed by readers and critics in each country to describe its literature. 

This has resulted in there being some difficulty in the 
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ENGLISH FRENCH ITALIAN 

ADVENTURE STORY ROMAN D'AVENTURES AVVENTURI 

DETECTIVE STORIES POLICIERS GIALLI 
Police detectives detectives: police poliziesco 
Amateur detectives detectives: amateurs 
Women detectives detectives: femmes detectivi femminile 

suspect-detective 
'hard-boiled' roman noir 
organised crime crime 
'Golden Age' roman A enigme 
police procedural metodi polizieschi 
historical historique storico 
suspense suspense di suspenso 
courtroom drama giallo-giudiziario 

FAMILY SAGA ROMAN SOCIAL SAGGIO FAMILIALE 

FANTASY FANTASY FANTASY 
Sword and sorcery 
Saga, myth, legend 
Parallel worlds science-fantasy 
Fairies, etc. 
darlt fantasy dark fantasy 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY RECIT ROMANZO 
AUTOBIOGRAPHIQUE A UTOBIOGRAFICO 

HISTORICAL NOVEL ROMAN HISTORIQUE ROMANZO STORICO 

HORROR TERREUR TERRORE 
The occuU/Satanism occultism a 
The supernatural le surnaturel il soprannaturale 
Ghosfs les fant6mes i spettri 
Exorcism 
Vampires les vampires i vampiri 
Werewolves les loups-garou i lupi mannari 
Monsters les monstres i mostri 
Witches and wizards sorcieres/sorciers la stregeria 

HUMOUR HUMOUR, SATIRE SCRITTI UMORISTICI 

Figure 8. Proposed list of genres for classification scheme /1 
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ENGLISH FRENCH ITALIAN 

PHOTONOVEL PHOTOROMAN FOTOROMANZO 

REPORTAGE LITIERATURE DE REPORTAGE 

ROMANCE LITIERATURE SENTIMENTALE ROSA 
Soap Opera feuilletons soap opera 
Doctors and nurses hopitaux 'camici bianchi' 
Suspense suspense suspenso 
Gothic gothique gotico 
Historical historique storico 
Saga roman-fleuve saggio 

SCIENCE-FICTION SCIENCE-FICTION FANTASCIENZA 
'Hard science' hard science 
Space opera space-opera 
Aliens les extra-terrestres l'extraterrestre 
Parallel worlds mondes paralleles mondi simulati 
Apocalypse !'apocalypse l'apocalisse 
Ecology l'ecologie ecologia 
Religions les religions religioni 
Immortality immortalite immonalita 
Space travel voyages dans l'espace viaggi spaziali 
Time travel voyages dans le temps viaggi temporali 
Computers les ordinateurs i computer 
Cyborgs/androids etc cyborgs, androldes etc androidi 

THRILLERS THRILLERS THRILLER 
Mystery/suspense Mystere/suspense misterolsuspenso 
Psychopathic psy chopathe psicopatico 
Spy Espionnage thriller di spionaggio 
Political Politique politico 

WESTERNS WESTERNS WESTERN 
Pioneers/settlers pionniers/colons 
Cowboys les cowboy 
Indians 
Law and lawmen 
Family sagas Roman social 
Modem West 
'Adult' Western 

Figure 8. Proposed list of genres for classification scheme /2 
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correlations between the three lists of tenns; some genres in each country 

are pre-eminent and have therefore developed their own lists of tenns. 

However some genres, such as Westerns, seem to be so dominated by one 

language that only tenns in that language can be found. Folsom 

comments that 

Few European writers in the Western tradition follow the 
American West across the Mississippi, and as a result they 
ignore what have become staples of later American Western 
writing: cowboys, wagon trains, cavalry patrols and indeed 
the whole physical and moral geography of the Great Plains 
are almost totally missing from Continental Western fiction 
(14). 

Paradoxically, these features loom large in the 'spaghetti western' films of 

Sergio Leone. In cases where this paucity of vocabulary is found, the 

head or lead tenn would be taken to stand for all the tenns within the 

lists and stand instead of the subgenres found in other languages. 

Other genres have developed in different directions from a basic tradition; 

the Italian «giallo» has become much more akin to the English 'crime 

novel' than to the 'detective story' and the French distinguish the two by 

the tenns roman a enigme (the crossword puzzle novel produced in the 

interwar years) and roman noir (seen as an imported American tradition, 

although the tenn itself was the reimported to the United States). The 

tendency for the French to adopt policemen almost exclusively as their 

detectives as opposed to the English amateur tradition also leads to 

problems in finding equivalents. The detective novel is the ultimate genre 

novel in that it has a double set of conventions; the detective forces the 

crossword clues into the boxes (cases in French) to solve the murder and 

thus restore order and morality, while the novelist simultaneously forces 
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characters and plot into the framework of the genre. This 'double game' 

may be why 'experimental' writers such as Butor and Eco and 'literary' 

writers such as Dorothy L Sayers and A S Byatt have taken up the form 

at various times. 

In the case of fantasy, the French language termfantastique is extremely 

problematic, covering as it does everything from Rabelais' Gargantua to 

the Surrealists and today's 'magic realism' (15). Nevertheless it continues 

to embrace modem fantasy writing, along with the more specific 

(borrowed) fantasy, preferred here. Hardcore science fiction fans have 

also borrowed much of their vocabulary from the English language: 

La SF eclate en plusieure genres differents comme le space
opera, !'heroic fantasy, la hard-science, la politic-fiction, la 
new-thing, la speculative-fiction (16). 

A further problem in this area is introduced with the Italians' use of the 

term fantascienza, which at first appears to cover everything in the 

'science fiction' and 'fantasy' categories, but is then used in a way which 

is distinguished from pure fantasy (17), compatible with the French and 

English 'science fiction', but including elements linked with fantasy in 

other countries such as non-scientific parallel worlds. Italian 'fantasy' 

would therefore be confined to the restricted 'sword and sorcery' or 

folklore-based type of novel, with the remaining body of material Oargely 

imported) being classified as fantascienza. 

In a limited number of cases only, where one language has a strong 

tradition in a particular field, and the term can readily be translated into 

another language without loss of comprehensibility, this has been done. 

This applies, for example, to the French recit autobiographique, where 
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English and Italian terms, although not current parlance for describing this 

type of literature, express the content succinctly to the reader. This type 

of fiction, although not native to Britain, has been popularised both by 

Marcel Pagnol's trilogy Le chateau de ma mere, La gloire demon pere 

and Le temps des amours, and by books like Peter Mayle's A year in 

Provence, and should be available to readers of other languages. 

Conversely, no translation has been attempted of subgenre terms such as 

'sword and sorcery' or 'suspect-detective', where any clumsy attempt to 

find an equivalent would obscure the meaning of the term. 

4.2 USE OF THE SCHEME IN- THE CLASSIFICATION OF FICTION 

The unique feature of this scheme, apart from its multilingual aspects, is 

that it is designed for automated retrieval of fiction, and thus more than 

one genre term can be assigned to any one item; if a novel is both a 

detective novel and a science fiction story it should be classified under 

both main terms. Greater precision is thus allowed: to prevent the 

situation described by Chelton whereby 

If the categories are too broadly inclusive, fans can be 
outraged ... if too narrowly exclusive fans are equally 
outraged because they keep missing titles that should be 
there (18) 

titles should be classified wherever possible under both a broad genre 

term and narrower subgenre categories. A work such as Frankenstein 

could be classified under both 'science fiction' and 'horror' as broad 

categories, but under 'horror' could also be fitted into the 'monsters' 

subgenre. More than one subgenre can also be assigned under the 

system; a novel such as Barbara Vine's A fatal inversion could feature as 

both 'thrillers: mystery and suspense' and 'detective stories: police 
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procedural; suspense'. 

This system gives some subject access to users, particularly those literate 

in their own genre tradition, and allows for far more comprehensive 

access than traditional 'one-slot' genre shelving arrangements. The 

librarian or indexer thus becomes far less prescriptive in deciding that a 

novel belongs exclusively to one particular category, and the user's access 

to types of fiction which overlap genre boundaries and might otherwise 

fail to come to light is broadened. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SPECIFICATION FOR A 
MULTILINGUAL FICTION DATABASE 

The development of a multilingual database structure for fiction requires 

the amalgamation of the two somewhat disparate topics so far discussed, 

those of the treatment of fiction and of multilingual indexing systems. 

Both these topics impose conditions and basic requirements on any system 

suggested. 

5.1 REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY FICTION 

As far as fiction, whether unilingual or multilingual, is concerned, the 

main priority must be increased access to the contents of the individual 

imaginative work to ensure that fiction does not remain forever the poor 

relation of non-fiction. The present typical fiction record consists of 

author, title, uniform and series titles where used, date and place of origin, 

publisher and pagination. There are several fronts on which access to 

fiction could easily be enhanced, the main one being the use of the genre 

and subgenre classification discussed above. Other essential fields which 

are particular to fiction also require enhancement 

Before listing those fields which should be enhanced, it is also important 

to say something about fields which currently appear in bibliographic 

descriptions, but in fact have very little relevance to the reader. The 

ISBN, date, place of publication and pagination are not generally as 

helpful to the user as to the librarian, and these fields should be tagged 

to appear on the complete MARC record but not necessarily on the screen 

display, which should be kept as relevant as possible. 
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5.1.1 First-stage enhancement of records 

The author and title fields need very little comment, the only potential 

problems being where cataloguing practices conflict with actual 

usefulness. Berman criticises the practice of grouping authors under one 

name form in Library of Congress cataloguing (1); for fiction, retrieving 

all the items by an author regardless of pseudonym is not necessarily 

desirable. Barbara Vine and Ruth Rendell are two names used by the 

same person for two different types of novel, and the two names should 

be linked by the notes field rather than automatically by the authority file, 

denoting that 'this author also writes as Ruth Rendell' and so on. 

Unifonn titles should always be in the language of the original, and 

translated and original titles should both be available for retrieval. 

Main characters in a fictional work often overshadow the importance of 

the author; many more people remember the names of Morse or Maigret 

than those of Dexter or Simenon, for example. However, as Yee (2) has 

pointed out, the place where fictional characters can be adopted into a 

MARC record is under 'subject added entry:topical term' in the 650 field, 

making the character a 'subject request', rather than a 'name request' in 

most OPACs even in the case where the voluntary entry has been made, 

thus making it less likely that users will search in the correct field. Even 

by MARC definitions, however, the insertion of fictional characters is a 

little incongruous: 

a name heading is used as a name heading when it is related 
to the authorship or publication of a work, but may also be 
used as a subject heading when the person or other entity is 
the subject of a work (3). 
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The main character of a fictional work can be said neither to be the active 

creator or the passive subject, but the protagonist, almost the author's 

surrogate within the text Some adaptation must be undertaken to allow 

fictional characters to remain separate from their creators but nevertheless 

accessible to readers. This could either be done by making explicit that 

'subject or main character' searches can be undertaken from the initial 

search menu, or, more neatly, by creating a separate field for characters 

as an added entry. 

Location is also important in fiction in a way which is unrecognised by 

most catalogues. Magdalen Nabb's detective novels and E M Forster's A 

room with a view convey two different images of Florence, while Nadine 

Gordimer's South Africa and Gabriel Garcia Marquez's Colombia are vital 

both to the plot and to the atmosphere of their novels. , While novels can 

be used by readers either to recollect familiar places or to learn of new 

ones (and this is particularly relevant to foreign language novels; the 

SEALS publicity campaign mounted by the West Midlands Regional 

Library System explicitly links the ideas of both travel and literature 

broadening the mind in their use of postcards as a graphic for their 

posters), it is certain that fictional works are directly ties to places in the 

minds of many readers. The 'Peter May le Tours' of Provence, the Morse 

pilgrimages to Oxford and the yearly influxes to Haworth Parsonage and 

Sawrey Gill reflect this, as does the Northumbria Tourist Board's recent 

decision to rename the entire region 'Catherine Cookson Country'! 

Whatever has been said ofthese literary quests, which have been going 

on since the beginning of the modem tourist era, the importance of 

settings in the choice of reading material can by no means be ignored. 

There seems no very good reason why cataloguing practice cannot be 
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adapted to enter place names, even fictional ones, in the 651 field of a 

MARC record, following the pattern adopted by the Hennepin libmries 

under Berman (4); Libmry of Congress rules already allow for the listing 

of places in children's litemture here. 

Series titles are possibly more important in fiction than in any other area, 

but are often overlooked in cataloguing, particularly when the whole 

series is not held. Bennan recognises this problem, and suggests 

informative annotations such as 

the 2d volume of the author's Dirshan the God-Killer saga, 
the 1st of which is The Lerious mecca, the 3d, Sword for the 
empire and the 4th, The maneaters of Lascadan (5). 

In a very long series such as Zola's R ougon-M acquart sequence of twenty 

volumes this information may have to be abbreviated to the name of the 

series and the number of the work within that series. Records for the 

whole of a series would have to be updated as each subsequent volume 

was produced in the case of recent works. This information, however, 

allows readers to reserve material held elsewhere in the knowledge that 

it is what they want; series titles are often given in reprints of 'classic' 

litemture, but are not always provided for lighter popular or genre 

material. 

Annotations are also an important aid to finding new fiction: Goodall cites 

Spiller's survey in stating that 46% of users choose their books partly or 

wholly as a result of the blurb' on the cover (6). Chelton offers advice 

on writing annotations for booklists and readers' guides, including the 

instruction to 
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select the strongest verbs, adjectives and adverbs you can, 
and string the book's characteristics together in 35-40 words 
that tell what happened (not the ending please )(7). 

This advice could well be developed online to provide an integmted 

bibliogmphic and advice service. Annotations are routinely published in 

British book news (8), Livres de France (9) and L'lndice (10): if these are 

consulted in the ordering process it might be relatively easy to adapt 

these, or the back-of-the-book infonnation could be used at the receipt 

stage. It must be said, however, that French and Italian publishers, even 

those producing more popular material, are less geared to this method of 

publicity than are British and American finns. 

5.1.2 Second-stage enhancement of records : future developments 

Subject index Some limited subject headings are allowed under Libmry 

of Congress Subject Headings for children's fictional material, and these 

are used at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education's ELOISE online 

system for providing topic-based fiction to accompany course projects. 

Ranta (11) argues for increased subject access to fiction for adult users 

with the growth in topic-based and multidisciplinary further education 

courses. Many other authors have also argued for some subject 

classification, initially as a shelving aid (12)(13)(14) and later as part of 

an automated retrieval system (15)(16)(17). This approach would cater 

for the quantity of 'standard fiction' not accommodated either by new 

shelving conventions or by the genre classification method. 

The reasons that genres have been preferred to subjects in this system are 

related both to pmcticality and familiarity. From the pmctical point of 

view, defining the 'subject' of a novel is problematic and time-consuming, 
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even when many subjects can be entered in an automated system. Subject 

indexing of individual works can also be an emotive issue for authors: 

Jeanette Winterson replied to a questionnaire sent out by Bradley by 

saying that 
Students and sub-academics should not be encouraged to 
imagine that a work can be defined or even understood 
simply by the topics it contains. No. We need what magic 
remains in this little life. Let's not nail it down to find it has 
disappeared (18). 

Although these comments relate primarily to back-of-the-book indexes to 

fiction, the problems encountered in subject indexing can also stir up 

strong feelings. Genre writers do not seem to have the same degree of 

opposition to being classified, perhaps because there is a recognition that 

genre fiction works precisely because it is classifiable in this way 

(ironically, however, this is the type of fiction which has received least 

interest in tenns of more detailed classification and indexing). In tenns 

of familiarity, readers are aware of genre conventions in all three 

countries covered by this study and this is thus a comfortable way of 

thinking about fiction, and in transferring fiction across national and 

language barriers this is extremely important While a subject index of 

controlled tenns should definitely be designated as a high priority in the 

long tenn, it is recommended that the genre approach be adopted first to 

familiarise readers with the idea of increased potential for access to 

fiction. 

Refenals using the annotations are also a possibility. In an ideal 

database, the possibility should exist for a user to select 'other books by 

this author' to connect with the annotation field of the appropriate records. 

A more sophisticated system would link books together in a non-
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traditional way along the lines of 'if you enjoyed this book, why not tty .. .'. 

One way of doing this is illustrated by the Blooms bury good reading 

guide (19), constructed by people knowledgeable in contemporary fiction 

to link individual works, rather than selected authors on the booklist 

model. The other means of doing this, as illustrated by Pejtersen in the 

BOOKHOUSE project (20) via automatic linkage using the original novel 

as a search profile and matching the 'subjects' field with other records. 

This would obviously require a carefully constructed set of subject tenns 

as well as a genre classification to work successfully. An intellectually

constructed system, although more time consuming to produce, would 

more easily make explicit the links between authors such as Salman 

Rushdie and Isabel Allende, where the comparison is more in tenns of 

style and atmosphere than subject. 

5.2 REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY MULTILINGUAL MATERIAL 

The rematks so far could apply to any fiction system, although certain 

fields have been indicated to have special relevance to works in different 

languages. Multilingual indexing, however, has its own requirements 

when this enhancement of records is taken into consideration. 

The various multilingual systems described in Chapter Two show the 

variety of approaches available, as well as the pitfalls which can be fallen 

into by describing as bilingual access a retrieval system which is at best 

only partially effective. Level 3 access (the linking of two subject 

authority files with equivalence signs) is shown to be largely effective for 

bilingual institutions and users, remembering that the majority of 

experiments have been undertaken in a university context, where the 

percentage of experienced and habitual users will inevitably be higher 
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than in a public system. In a European fiction database, however, the 

assumption that users will be bilingual to the degree that they can perform 

a controlled term search in two languages cannot be made. Level 4 

access (linking the material in all languages in the database unobtrusively 

so as to retrieve all relevant material independent of the language either 

of the document or of the search tenn) is therefore the standard which 

must be set for a fully effective system. 

5.2.1 Unilingual elements 

The single element which should remain unilingual in this system is the 

descriptive record finally retrieved. The reasons for this are threefold: 

Q- records entirely couched in the language of an item do not privilege 

one language over another. 

Q- readers are assumed to have a basic language competence as far as 

descriptive records, but not necessarily as far as controlled tenn searching, 

are concerned (Lebovitz's 'passive' versus 'active' knowledge (21)). 

Q- the eventual cooperative exchange of bibliographic information 

among European countries could then be envisaged (albeit in a basic, 

unenhanced, form). 

5.2.2 Multilingual elements 

Apart from this basic bibliographic element, all other levels of access 

should be truly multilingual. 

Language indicators should be linked between the interface and the 

records, so that it is immaterial whether FRENCH, FRAN<;AIS or 

FRANCESE is entered. One way of achieving this would be to set up an 

authority file privileging the indigenous form of the language 
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(FRANc;AIS) over translated equivalents (FRENCH and FRANCESE). 

Another, language-neutral, way, would be to create buttons and icons 

based on national flags for the selection of languages from the interface 

and the easy browsing of records. While it is desirable that the system 

is able to retrieve material from ail languages, it is also anticipated that 

the reader wiii often wish to eliminate certain languages from the search, 

and icons are a clear method of achieving this. 

Author authority files must contain not only variations in initials, but also 

differences in transliteration according to national convention. This is 

particularly a problem for the growing amount of new literature emerging 

from the countries of Eastern Europe. 

Series titles should be set up in an authority file; Tolkein's 'Lord of the 

Rings' sequence is popular throughout Europe, but English readers 

wishing to relocate a favourite text in another language may experience 

difficulties with retrieval. 

Genre classification scheme. The genre and subgenre divisions suggested 

in Chapter Four would be adopted; multilingual linkages would be 

achieved through a numerical classification scheme imposed upon this 

framework. Each genre is assigned a main class number for ail three 

languages, i.e. 

02 Detective stories policiers gialli 

11 Romance litterature sentimentale rosa 
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The same procedure applies for the subgenre classes, i.e. 

11 Romance litterature sentimentale rosa 

111 soap opera feuilletons soap opera 

112 doctors and nurses hopitaux camici bianchi 

113 suspense suspense suspenso 

114 gothic gothique gotico 

115 historical historique storico 

116 saga roman-fleuve saggio 

This system ensures that whether a series of menus is used, drawing the · 

reader from the general to the specific, or whether the search is performed 

by typing in terms, the genre and subgenre terms link to the classification 

scheme and again to the genre terms in other languages to achieve full 

retrieval in a way which is unobtrusive to the end user (see figure 9). 

RETRIEVAL 
PROCESS 

USER 

SEARCH 
lERM: 
ROMANCE 

Bibliographic details 
displayed on OPAC; 
From all languages 

GENRE 
CLASSIFICATION 
SCHEME 

CLASSIFICATION 
PROCESS 

ASSIGNMENT OF 
GENRE TERMS 

ROMANCE English 
novels 

+-~~~LITTERATURE French 
novels 
Italian 
novels · 

SENTIMENT ALE 

ROSA 

Figure 9. Genre classification mechanism using numerical classmarks 
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. The advantages of this numerical system are threefold: 

(t any additional language adopted in the scheme can be fitted in by 

assigning class numbers to the type of literature, although new numbers 

would obviously be needed to describe types of literature indigenous to 

that country. 

(t the number of different genres is expected to remain relatively low: 

at present fourteen genre groups have been identified. Even when 

subgenres are taken into consideration the scheme remains relatively 

small. 

(t a numerical classification scheme means that books can be more 

easily processed, handled and shelved by staff who are not adept in the 

languages featured in the system. 

A potential problem with this system is the imbalance in genre terms for 

some types of literature in some languages: this is particularly striking in 

the case of Westerns. While it is tempting to conclude that the fact that 

there are no words for describing a type of literature means that there are 

probably no texts either, this is not always borne out in fact. The 

problem also remains of someone trying to select English records through 

an Italian interface where there are no facilities for narrowing down the 

search. A checking mechanism which would automatically retrieve the 

wider class number if the narrower term is either unavailable or presently 

unused should cater for the first problem, but the second is potentially 

more of a flaw. It may ultimately be necessary to make up terms in 

Italian which approximate the English terms, for the purposes of the 

interface only; these would not, however, index Italian texts which would 

remain under the broader term. 
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Location indicators also need equivalence relationships; these are different 

because no language can really be privileged. A file linking all the place 

names used with their language equivalents must be set up: this could be 

done using three different national variations on a universal classification 

scheme such as Dewey. The suffixes for these national and regional 

codes could then be used as a classification scheme to link place name 

requests together in the same way as the genre classification scheme. 

Interface. The interface for the database must be completely multilingual, 

including help screens, and must be made independent of the 

bibliographic record, so that field names and search terms in any language 

should be usable through any interface language, and slightly more 

experienced users can enter terms in different languages while retaining 

the option of help screen in their native language. 

Diacriticals must be fully catered for both in the bibliographic records and 

in the interface to avoid misunderstandings and 'noise' as well as to 

increase ease of use. While the languages discussed here have a 

relatively limited range of diacriticals, much software is only beginning 

to develop full recognition of these, and some other European languages 

require much more sophisticated character recognition. At the same time, 

the search software must be tolerant of the fact that the user will not for 

the most part have access to a keyboard with special characters, so that 

search statements must recognise both accented and plain characters. 
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5.3 AN EXAMPLE OF A DATABASE OF EUROPEAN FICTION: THE 
SEALS PROJECT 

5.3.1 Background 

The SEALS project, launched by the West Midlands Regional Library 

System in April 1993, aims 

to improve access to European fiction by establishing circulating 
collections of books in each of the 11 public library authorities 
in the West Midlands (22). 

The collections, selected by cooperation with European libraries, consist 

of a mixture of 

Mainly original language bestsellers, plus genre material such as 
crime and romance, also smaller proportions of modem novels, 
European language translations of popular authors in the UK, 
and some classic titles (23). 

Some 4 000 titles, in French, Geiman, Italian !illd Spanish, are divided up 

into fourteen smaller collections, twelve of which are circulated to 

libraries throughout the region at any one time, and the collections aim to 

rotate annually. In the marlcet research carried out in the early stages of 

the project, it was found that 

the expressed demand was for more variety and a much better 
selection of authors across all types of fiction. There was 
considerable interest in authentic European writing and readers 
asked for more light reading and stories as well as thrillers, 
mysteries and science fiction (24). 

These considerations have affected stock selection and should also affect 

the way in which material is catalogued for access by readers. 
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5.3.2 The catalogue 

At present, the SEALS collection catalogue forms part of the general 

cooperative cataloguing system operated by the region. This means that 

it must comply to UKMARC cataloguing standards and also that at 

present the SEALS database is not identifiable as an independent online 

source. A printed catalogue has been produced for this purpose, with 

access via language sections arranged in author order and via a union title 

index which groups all works corresponding to a uniform title together. 

New software is envisaged which would allow a much-needed standalone 

facility for cataloguing, and this will give access to the SEALS database 

as an identifiable whole. 

Current records consist of a standard author-title format, with place of 

publication, publisher, ISBN, language indicator and uniform title where 

appropriate. Examples are shown below: 

James, P D (Phyllis Dorothy) 

[Devices and desires. Italian] 
Una notte di luna per l'Ispenore 
Dalgleish I translated by Roberta 
Rllll belli. - Milan : Mondadorl, 1992. 
- Italian text. 
ISBN: 8804361344 

Modiano, Patrick 

Les boulevards de ceinture. -
Gallimard, 1990. - French text 
ISBN: 207037033X 

The reasons for enhancement of the SEALS catalogue along the lines 

given in this chapter are related both to the general point which has been 

made about the need for increased access to all categories of fiction, and 

to the particular nature of the SEALS material itself. 
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(1- The collections are by definition fragmented: only a small 

percentage of the material is available to readers in any one region at any 

time for browsing. Improved online information about the stock would 

lead to users being able to make more informed decisions about their own 

reading, and would also improve satisfaction with inter-library loans and 

resetvations, which are obviously made 'sight unseen'. 

(1- Access to fiction in other languages is necessarily less familiar 

territory than fiction in English, particularly given the relative lack of 

European publishers specialized in certain types of fiction. Information 

about literature in other languages which corresponds to readers' 

experiences in their own language is often required as a starting point. 

(1- Ideally, cooperative cataloguing of fiction by libraries presently 

producing booklists could be envisaged; this, however, is a long-tenn 

development. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PROTOTYPE EUROPEAN FICTION 
DATABASE 

A prototype database was set up, using FileMaker Pro; this software was 

chosen as being readily available and should not be considered in any 

way ideal for the creation of the database. A distinctive feature of 

FileMaker which was useful to this project was its ability to create 

multiple layouts using the same fields and their contents, thereby offering 

a real flexibility in the way in which information was displayed and 

accessed. Basic bibliographic fields were created in line with those used 

in the printed SEALS catalogue; a selection of records from the SEALS 

database was then entered; approximately forty records in French and 

forty in Italian were chosen, and English records were then added to these 

to constitute a parallel sample, using as far as possible the same mixture 

of genres. The original format of the records, showing the details 

incorporated from the SEALS database before enhancement, is shown as 

Figure 10. 

6.1 ENHANCEMENT OF THE BffiLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS 

The selection of French, Italian and English records from the database 

were then traced through various booksellers' magazines, readers' guides 

and specialist genre publications. This research was done to establish the 

genre of the books, and to find out as many details as possible for the 

enhancement of records; this was performed with secondary material as 

the items themselves were unavailable. A list of the sources used is listed 

as Appendix A. In some cases the material remained untraceable, and 

therefore vecy little enhancement could be done; evidently, this situation 
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would not tend to arise in a 'real life' context, where the material would 

be in front of the cataloguer at the time. 

The first step in enhancement was the setting up of a classification 

mechanism for the genre scheme. Because of the constraints of the 

software, it was decided to adopt the approach shown in Figures 11 and 

12, for thrillers and detective stories. (As with all the enhanced screens, 

the fields relating to author, uniform title, title, and language were carried 

across from the first layout to identify the texts). The main genre field 

operates separately from the subgenre fields, so that a classification under 

both is possible. The fact that all three languages are displayed on the 

screen leads to a somewhat clumsy appearance, but also avoids the 

problem of trying to access a subgenre available only in one or two of the 

languages. The independence of this method of genre classification from 

a conventional genre-based shelving arrangement can be seen in Figure 

13 where one novel, Barbara Vine's A fatal inversion, has been indexed 

both under 'Thrillers: mystery and suspense' and under 'Detective stories: 

police procedural', as both these elements feature heavily in the novel. 

This item could, therefore, be retrieved by readers of either genre, rather 

than being irrevocably assigned to one location. Genre classifications 

were assigned to the majority of the records; eleven of the fourteen genres 

had layouts created for them- only science fiction, fantasy and Westerns 

were not represented as there was an insufficient amount of appropriate 

material to justify the endeavour. 

A layout for main characters, location and series statement was also 

created; these were felt to be important both to genre and to 'standard' 

fiction. An example of this layout is shown here as Figure 14. Main 
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characters were listed where they were recurring in the author's work 

(such as the autobiographical Olivier in the example above), when they 

had become famous in their own right (ie. Heathcliffe, Scrooge, etc) or 

when the reader was more likely to need to identify novels by the name 

of the protagonist than by the name of the author (in the case of several 

of the fictional detectives featured). Locations were featured when they 

were explicitly stated in the novel; if there are several locations in the 

novel or the location is somewhat amorphous, these are not used. In 

general the form country: town is used, so that locations can be retrieved 

in either a general or specific way (eg. Sara Paretsky's novels are 

retrieved by those looking for the United States in general, or Chicago in 

particular. In the case of the novels in the database to date, no fictional 

locations are used, but if this became necessary, these would also be 

included; imaginary worlds are sometimes the elements which stick in 

readers' minds. Series statements are added where these are traceable, and 

where an identifiable series of books is explicitly linked. A 'series' linked 

by a main character such as a fictional detective would not, therefore, 

generally be indicated, retrieval taking place in this case through the name 

of the protagonist 

Annotations have also been adopted for the majority of records, gleaned 

from the sources in Appendix A as well as from memory; again, these 

would be more easily picked up from the items themselves or 

alternatively from booksellers' catalogues and magazines at the ordering 

stage. Annotations are a further method of subject retrieval and of 

information for items not catered for by a genre approach, a method of 

refreshing the memory of readers to avoid resetving or borrowing the 

same item twice, and a way of bringing the novel alive to readers in the 
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hope that they will read on ... A sample annotation is shown as Figure 15. 

In the case of all the enhanced layouts, only author, uniform title, title and 

language have been retained, partly through lack of space but partly to 

keep layouts as uncluttered as possible. Apart from the possibility of 

sorting out translations from originals afforded by the initial layout 

(Figure 10), it is not anticipated that the additional information contained 

there will be accessed very often by users. 

As far as possible without altering the original records, the database is 

composed of unilingual records linked by a multilingual classification 

scheme. The addition of notes in the printed catalogue to specify the 

language of the item has, however, been retained here to preserve the 

SEALS record format. At present field names are in English, but a 

similar structure to the classification scheme could be provided whereby 

all three versions of a given field title could be available. 
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27 Author Pagnol, Marcel 

Uniform title 

Title La gloire demon pere; Le chateau de ma 
mere 

Publisher Paris: Fallois 

Date 1990 ISBN 2877061000 

Notes French text 

Translator 

Language OEnglish Oitalian OSpanish 
181 French OGerman 

Language of original OEnglish Oitalian OSpanish 
181 French OGerman oczech 

Figure 10. Prototype database: bibliogmphic record before enhancement 

138 Author King, Stephen 

Uniform title The long walk. Italian 

Title La lunga marcia I translated by Beata della 

Language D English D French 181 Italian 

e thrillers thrillers thriller 

eM ystery I suspense Mysterel suspense mistero I suspenso 

-· 0 Psychopathic psychopathe psicopatico 

OSpy espionnage thriller di spionaggio 

OPolitical politique politico 

Figure 11. Prototype database : Thrillers' classification screen 
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194 Author Dunant, Sarah 

Uniform title 

Title Birth marks 

Language 181 English 0 French 0 Italian 

e Detective stories policiers gialli 

0 police detectives poliziesco 
0 amateur detectives 
e women detectives detectivi femminile 

0 suspect-detective 
0 'hard-boiled' roman noir 
0 organized crime crime 
0 'Golden Age' roman a enigme 
0 police procedural metodi polizieschi 
0 historical historique storico 
Osuspense suspense suspenso 
0 courtroom drama giallo-giudiziario 

Figure 12. Prototype database: 'detective stories' classification screen 
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--------------........... 
182 Author Vine, Barbara 

Uniform title 

Title A fatal inversion 

Language 181 English OFrench Oltalian 

e thrillers thrillers thriller 

e Mystery I suspense Mysterel suspense mistero I suspenso 

0 Psychopathic psychopathe psicopatico 

OSpy espionnage thriller di spionaggio 

OPolitical politique politico 

182 Author Vine, Barbara 

Uniform title 

Title A fatal inversion 

Language 181 English D French 0 Italian 

e Detective stories policiers gialli 

0 police detectives poliziesco 
0 amateur detectives 
0 women detectives detectivi femminile 
0 suspect-detective 
0 'hard-boiled' romannoir 
0 organized crime crime 
0 'Golden Age' roman a enigme 
e police procedural metodi polizieschi 
0 historical historique storico 
Osuspense suspense suspenso 
0 courtroom drama giallo-giudiziario 

Figure 13. Prototype database: dual classification of a sample novel 
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32 Author Sabatier, Robert 

Uniform title 

Title Les all umettes suedoises 

Language D English 181 French D Italian 

Location/setting France: Paris 

Main characters Olivier 

series details Autres volumes dans cette serie: 'Trois 
sucettes a la menthe', 'Les noisettes 
sauvages', 'Les fillettes chantantes', 'David et 
Olivier'. 

Figure 14. Prototype database: main characters, series statement, location. 

175 Author Forsyth, Frederick 

Uniform title 

Title Day of the jackal 

Language 181 English D French D Italian 

Annotation 181 Yes D N 0 

By the spring of 1963, the right-wing OAS in France, infuriated by De 
Gaulle's withdrawal from Algeria, had failed in six known 
assassination attempts on the President. Now it sought to have an 
outsider, a professional killer who would be unknown to French 
police and Intelligence services. In Vienna, a blond Englishman takes 
on the job. His codename: Jackal; his price: $500 000; his terms: total 
secrecy, even from his employers. (Smith, 154) 

Figure 15. Prototype database: annotations screen. 
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6.2 CREATING AN INTERFACE FOR THE DATABASE 

The objectives in creating the database were fourfold: 

Q- to make the database as easy and pleasant for searching as possible. 

Q- to create a mechanism for retrieval according to the classification 

scheme in as unobtrusive a manner as possible, without bias towards any 

particular language. 

Q- to allow for some kind of browsing mechanism as a way for readers 

to familiarize themselves with the general scope of the database. 

Q- to allow for a choice of languages in each search mechanism, so that 

users do not retrieve large quantities of unwanted material. 

It was felt strongly that this element of language choice should be 

available as a final step, rather than on entering the database; if a choice 

was made at this early stage, readers might be less inclined to explore the 

possibilities of other languages' genre traditions as fully as if they had to 

make the choice after their choice of genre and subgenre, and therefore 

had a smaller 'loop' in the system to follow in order to return to material 

from another language. Retaining the awareness that similar traditions in 

other languages exist is a primal)' aim of the database, even if these 

traditions are not always explored. 

Scripts were created to achieve links between different layouts and 

function, and buttons were defined based on these scripts to make the 

system as intuitive and simple to use as possible. FileMaker Pro does 

not easily lend itself to an OPAC format, and therefore different layouts 

had to be created to simulate a menu structure .. 
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6.2.1 The classified search mechanism 

Two genres were chosen for retrieval in this test database - detective 

novels, and thrillers. These were selected because of their relative 

abundance in the database, and their spread over all three languages, 

factors which were not true of all the genres. The main genres were then 

subdivided according to the classification scheme: all four of the 'thriller' 

subgenres were adopted, where in the case of detective novels the three 

most widely employed subgenres (police detectives, women detectives and 

suspense) were developed. 

Search screen layouts were then created both for the initial choice of 

genres and one for each set of subgenres; the layout for the 'thrillers' 

subgenre screen is shown as Figure 16. It will be noted that as well as 

the opportunity to specify a subgenre, the possibility to view all the 

available thrillers regardless of subgenre is retained. In the present very 

small database this option would be exercised more often than in a larger 

number of records, where the subdivisions would be essential to bring the 

number of documents retrieved down to a manageable level. 

When either the main genre or subgenre buttons are selected, another 

level is entered whereby users are invited to specify which language they 

would like to view; again, the possibility is there either for further 

narrowing of the search, or for using all the retrieved items irrespective 

of language. At this point the bibliographic records are displayed; the 

layout which contained annotations was chosen for display, although in 

a more sophisticated system the possibility of switching from this layout 

to others, such as the one containing series statements or details of main 

characters, can be envisaged. 
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Click on this button to see thrillers in general ... 

Appuyez sur ce bouton pour voir tous les thrillers •·• 

Prema su questo bottone per vedere tutti i thriller··· 

Thrillers 
Thrillers 
Thriller 

•.. or on the ones below.to choose a specific type • 

... ou sur ceux d'en bas pour choisir une type specifique . 

..• o su quelli di sotto per sciegliere un tipo specifico. 

Mystery/suspense 
Mystere/suspense 
Mistero/suspenso 

Psychopathic 
Psychopathe 
Psicopatico 

Spy 
Espionnage 
Spionaggio 

Political 
Politique 
Politico 

Main menu Menu principale Menu generale 

Figure 16. Prototype database: Thrillers' subgenre search screen. 

Welcome to the classified section of this catalogue! To see details 
of books, please select a genre and click on the button! 

Bienvenue a la section classifie de ce catalogue! Pour voir les 
notices des livres, selectionnez une genre, et appuyez sur le bouton, 
s'il vous plait! 

Benvenuto alia sezione classificata di questo catologo! Per vedere le 
note dei libri, faccia la scelta frai generi, e prema sui bottone, per 
favore! · 

Detectives Thrillers 
Policiers Thrillers 
Gialli Thriller 

( Browse feuilleter scartabellare J 

( Go back Retour Ritorno J 

Figure 17. Prototype database: main genre selection screen. 
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6.2.2 The Browse mechanism 

Given the findings of recent research on browsing behaviour (1) it was 

felt that some sort of general browsing mechanism was needed, if only to 

give the user the kind of acclimatization involved in walking around a 

new bookshop or library: some idea of the broad scope covered would be 

useful before honing in on any particular genre or type of fiction. The 

present size of the database makes browsing the collection realistic; this 

would not be possible in any real situation, but would give the user a 

taste of what is available. When a browse search is requested, the reader 

is offered a choice of languages in the same way as for the classified 

subject search, again with the option to select all material regardless of 

language. Bibliographic records (again with annotations) are then shown, 

and when the browsing process is felt to be complete, the user continues 

to the main genre selection screen (Figure 17), where the options to 

browse (and choose another language), embarlc on a genre search, or leave 

the system, are available. 

6.2.3 Introductory screens 

To introduce the user to the system, a selection of screen layouts was 

created. The initial Welcome' screen (Figure 18) is couched in all three 

languages, as are all the search screens, both for the classified and for the 

browse searches, but allows for the possibility of a whole screen of 

introduction in one language. The national flag push-buttons were created 

as a language-neutral way of conveying information speedily, and these 

flags are used throughout, wherever a language choice has to be made, 

albeit using differently scripted buttons to perform a variety of functions. 
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'Ibis database mnlains infonnatimt on 
fiction in three languages - English. 
French and Italian. For an 
introduction in English. click at the 
F.ngish flag 

Celte banqlEde duiam 0011tield 
de l"infamation sur la fiction en bnis 
Jangages - anglais, fraiiCais et ilaJien. 
Pour 1D1e introduction en francais, 
appiyeZ sur le drapeau national 

Quesla base dei dali ariiene note su 
mmanzi in tre 1ingue - inglese. francese 
ed italiann Per una intmduzione in 
italia:no prema sui drapetto ilaliano. 

Figure 18. Prototype database: initial 'Welcome' screen 

Browse Genres 

This database mtllaittS teUlllds of novels m ~h, Frencb and 
Italian If you lNDU)d lilce siliiply to browse through tiE temlds, 
please click on ·Browse-_ Click -c.omnue- on tiE left a the 
bowsingsaeen when you have finished bmwsmgto rehrn to 
thissueen 

.Altemativeyr OOob ha\le been classified by tp• e and subgew • e. 
To see the merDJS for these please cick on -cenres•_ The menu 
system wiD retrieve books in aD languages to begin with; it is 
~]e to spedy a language later. 

( Gobaclc Retour Ritomo) 

Figure 19. Prototype database: English introduction screen 
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The introductory screens (Figure 19) were made as simple as possible; the 

only definite instruction on each was the way to leave the Browse 

mechanism, as this was not felt to be as intuitive as the classified search. 

A parallel introduction is available in both French and Italian. These, 

however, all then return to the same choice of either 'Genre' or 'Browse' 

search options. 

6.3 SAMPLE SEARCHES USING THE PROTOTYPE DATABASE 

The full retrieval mechanism for both 'Browse' and 'Genre' searches is 

shown as Figure 20 with the example of a classified search for Italian 

police detective novels. 

lnttoduction:tlrreelanguage 
versions leading back to 
Genres/Browse options 

Browse screen with language 
choices Genres main menu 

Detective subgenres 
women detectives 

r---lpolice detectives 
suspense 

Figure 20. Prototype database: retrieval mechanism 
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6.3.1 The classified search 

After selecting 'Genres' at the introductory screens (Figures 18 and 19), 

the user is then referred to Figure 21, the genre selection screen, which 

would contain all the available genres. Figure 22 shows the screen which 

would then be reached if Detectives' was then selected. If the first 

subgenre, 'Police detectives', is chosen, the screen shown as Figure 23 

appears, allowing the user to choose a language or to go on to see all 

languages. Bibliographic records are then shown; Figure 24 shows a 

record which would appear if 'Italian' were to be selected from the 

language choice screen. 

6.3.2 Browse 

After selecting 'Browse' (or 'feuilleter' or 'scartabellare') from the 

introductory screen, the option to choose languages is offered. This is 

shown as Figure 25. As indicated on the screen, the blank button on the 

right allows the user to sample all the records in the database; the 'Go 

back' button allows the user to return to the Welcome' screen and exit the 

system. When browsing is complete, the user is returned to the initial 

genre selection screen (Figure 26). 
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CG~®rr®~ CG®®rr~~ CG®®®rru 
Welcome to the classified section of this catalogue! To see detail s 
of books, please select a genre and click on the button! 

Bienvenue a la section classifie de ce catalogue! Pour voir les 
notices des livres, selectionnez une genre, et appuyez sur le bout on, 
s'il vous plait! 

Benvenuto alia sezione classificata di questo catologo! Per veder e le 
note dei libri, faccia la scelta frai generi, e prema sui bottone, per 
favore! 

Detectives Thrillers 
Policiers Thrillers 
Gialli Thriller 

( Browse feuilleter scartabell are) 

( Go back Retour Ritor no J 

Figure 21. Search of prototype database: main genres selection s creen 

cil ®li®~frii W®~ IP>®llii~ii®rr~ 
Click this button to see detective novels in general... 

Appuyez sur ce bouton pour voir tousles policiers ... 

Prema su questo bottone per vedere tutti i gialli. .. 

Q 

®.llllii ~il· 

Detecti ves 

s Policier 

Gialli 

... or on the ones below to choose a specir 1c type . 

cifique . 

ecifico. 

... ou sur ceux d'en bas pour choisir une type spe 

... o su quelli di sotto per sciegliere un tipo sp 

Police detectives Women detectives 
Detectives: police Detectives: femmes 
Poliziesco Detectivi femminile 

sus pen 

suspen 

sus pen 

se 

se 

so 

( Main menu Menu principale Menu gene rale J 

Figure 22. Search of prototype database: 'detectives' subgenre s creen 
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To see aD the books bmd. please 
click on this button_ 

Pour voir tousles romans~ 
appuyez sur ce bouton, s'il vous p1ai.L 

Per vedere brtti i mmanzj ritmvati, 
JRII1il su questo bottal~ per favore_ 

All 
Tous 
Tutti 

__ ocon the ones below to ckxlse a speeD: language. 

_ ou sur lEliX d'en bas pour dloisir1Dle Jangue specifique.. 

... o su quelli di sotto per scieg1iere una lingua specifica. 

Figure 23. Search of prototy pe database: 'police detectives' language 
choice. 

131 Au thor James, P.D. (Phyllis Dorothy) 

Uniform title Devices and desires. Italian 

Title Una notte di luna per l'Ispettore Dalgliesh I 
translated by Roberta Rambelli 

Language D English D French ~ Italian 

Ann o ta tion 181 Yes 0 N 0 

Il detective, che fugge di Londra per rifugiarsi in Norfolk in un 
mulino a vento ristrutturato ereditato da una vecchia zia, finisce per 
rives tire un ruolo di secondo piano, rimanendo sempre al margini 
della vicenda ... l'analisi acuta dell'autrice si sposta sugli altri 
personnaggi del rornanzo, soprattutto su Alex Mair, direttore del 
centrale nucleare, e sulla sorella Alice, che sernbra investita da una 
profonda sirnpatia e comprehensione. (L'Indice, 11 /90) 

Figure 24. Search of prototy pe database: record displayed. 
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( Goback 

Are you secudli:itgfor 
lxxl1cs in a particular 
language? Please pess 
the UA led: national flag, 
a the blank bd:tmt. 

Voudriez-vous lbtlitel 
'Jdre mcherche par Jangue? 
Appuyez sm-Je mcp:au 
de VDire eh~ ou sur Je 
boulon 1:J1arK; s-8 VDUS p1D. 

Vuole cercare 1ibri scrtii in 
una lingua partico1are? 
Prema sul daapetlu sciegliak\ 0 

sullx:Jtlae bianco, perfavtre.. 

Retour Ritomo) 
Figure 25. Browsing the prototype database: language option screen 

Welcome to the class ified section of this catalogue! To see details 
of books, please select a genre and click on the button! 

Bienvenue a la section classifie de ce catalogue! Pour voir les 
notices des livres, selectionnez une genre, et appuyez sur le bouton, 
s'il vous plait! 

Benvenuto alia sezione classificata di questo catologo! Per v ed ere le 
note dei libri, faccia la scelta frai generi, e prema sul bottone, p er 
favore! 

Detectives 
Policiers 
Gialli 

( Browse feuilleter 

Thrillers 
Thrillers 
Thriller 

scartabellare) 

( Go back Retour Ritorno ) 

Figure 26. Brow sing the prototype database: return to genre selection 
menu 
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6.4 COMMENTS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DATABASE 

It can be seen from the example above that a relatively sophisticated 

mode of multilingual access has been achieved by using a readily 

available software package. The aim that any relevant record can be 

reached by someone with a command of one of the languages of the 

database and an interest in material in other languages has been fulfilled. 

It is also apparent that enhancement of existing fiction records along the 

lines suggested in Chapter Five is possible, and that the genre 

classification scheme can be implemented in a way which is relatively 

simple to use and demands no real familiarity with the structure 

underlying the interface. With regard to the SEALS collection, the 

enhancement of records would lead to increased access to the catalogue, 

and may stimulate demand in the area of inter-library loan where 

infonnation about the material sought is important 

There are, however, many features which point to the future of the 

enhanced record structure and classification scheme as independent of this 

software. 

The use of trilingual comments on each of the search screens is somewhat 

clumsy, and tends to clutter the screens unnecessarily. Without creating 

an enonnous number of independent search screens, it is difficult to see 

how this situation could be remedied. The lack of acceptance of 

diacritical characters is also a disadvantage, particularly when dealing 

with users whose knowledge of a language is sometimes not sufficiently 

competent to insert the appropriate accents. It would also be useful if 

script chains could be easily combined; if, for example, the script chain 

for 'Italian' and for 'women detectives' could operate simultaneously, 
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rather than having to create a different script for each subgenre and 

language. 

At present the system has no authority control. This is a problem 

particularly as regards place names, where the form appropriate to the 

language is used. At different times in the database, therefore, the words 

'United States', ' Etats-Unis' and 'Stati Uniti' appear, and each form is 

currently only accessible to the user of the appropriate language. The 

creation of an authority structure is therefore vital before retrieval 

mechanisms for this aspect of the database are devised. Future 

developments in this area would include the creation of authority filed for 

both characters and authors in all languages, leading to the ability to 

retrieve in any language on these fields too. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Although this study could be thought of as a preliminary to work which 

is still undoubtedly to be done, it has nevertheless made progress in our 

understanding of the issues, problems and solutions involved in dealing 

with European fiction in certain important respects. 

The wide range of systems claiming to be 'bilingual' or 'multilingual' has 

been explored, and those elements relevant to 'typical users' (i.e. users 

with a certain level of language competence, but not necessarily the 

confidence or know ledge to attempt a controlled tenn search) have been 

extracted for discussion and application. 

The multilingual classification system proposed in Chapter Four is a 

useful tool which could well be adapted for multilingual fiction 

collections, either using the mechanism proposed on Page 63 (Figure 9), 

or the simplified system using a display in all languages (Figures 11 and 

12). The fact that the scheme operates by using tenns currently in use in 

the respective countries, rather than by relying purely on a (sometimes 

uninformative) translation from a carrier language, is also important. 

Genre traditions in all three countries covered by this study have been 

shown to be familiar concepts, and a classification scheme should take 

advantage of this established way of looking for fiction to be truly helpful 

to users. 

Specifications have been drawn up which could, with the correct software 

development, lead to a more sophisticated system of multilingual fiction 
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retrieval than has so far been seen, operating to Level 4 standards of 

multilingualism. Models are drawn up for the enhancement of basic 

records to eliminate language bias and maximise retrieval, avoiding some 

of the possible pitfalls of the process. 

Finally, although the prototype database so far created is far from ideal, 

it has been shown that enhancement of the quality of records and the use 

of classification can improve users' access to foreign language fiction in 

a relatively sophisticated way using readily available software. This 

illustration of what is possible in a simple database points towards what 

will be achievable in the future. The next stage towards a full working 

system would be the elaboration of the database with appropriate software 

and its evaluation by users in a library situation, to assess the usefulness 

of the modes of access proposed here. 
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Livres de France. Paris : Editions professionelles du livre, 1979-
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York : H W Wilson, 1991. 
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